Awards Program

2016 Annual Convention

PHI THETA KAPPA
Honor Society
Phi Theta Kappa’s first awards were presented for individual prose and poetry entries. The earliest chapter awards included:

- **Tri-Forum Award** — for an outstanding project on the Phi Theta Kappa Honors Theme, forerunner of the Honors Study Topic
- **Mosal Cup** — for the best yearbook entry
- **Gamma Sigma Travel Award** — recognizing the chapter who traveled the greatest distance to the Annual Convention
- **Outstanding Male and Female Sponsor Awards** (sponsors are now known as advisors)

By the mid-1970s, awards were also presented to the top 10 chapters and advisors, and to the most distinguished member, advisor, alumni advisor, college president and alumnus. Many awards were presented by friends of Phi Theta Kappa, by advisors and by chapters to recognize specific achievements. Additional creative awards were presented to entries in the categories of art and music.

In 1988 the first Awards Task Force was appointed and charged to bring equity and specificity to award offerings. From this Task Force came the Five Star Chapter Plan and Hallmark Awards Program.

The Five Star Chapter Plan was established to provide a step-by-step guide for building a strong chapter and an understanding of the level of programming needed to be competitive against other chapters. Chapters are recognized for Five Star accomplishments but do not compete against other chapters for recognition.

The Hallmark Awards introduced the first recognitions based on the Society’s Hallmarks of Scholarship, Leadership, Service and Fellowship, incorporating the mission of the organization. The first standardized awards application process was established, criteria drawn, and categories developed. As a result, more chapters had opportunity for recognition of chapter programming achievement and more members, chapter officers, and advisors had increased opportunities for individual recognition.

Chapter rankings in the Hallmark Awards are also provided to regions for use in their awards programs.

Rubrics for Hallmark Awards were introduced in 2005, following extensive study by a second task force, and increased the parity of the competition by establishing specific criteria for scoring award applications. As of 2011, the Hallmark Award applications have migrated to an entirely online process, which resulted in an increase in participation.

A total of 1,952 entries were received in the 2016 Hallmark Awards competition. The award recipients, in the chapter, region and individual categories, reflect a wide geographic and demographic diversity that mirrors the Society overall.
2016 Most Distinguished Chapter
The Most Distinguished Chapter scores highest overall in combined Honors in Action Project and College Project Award rankings.

Alpha Rho Mu Chapter
Lone Star College-Tomball
Tomball, Texas

Most Distinguished Chapter Finalists
Most Distinguished Chapter Finalists are runners-up to Most Distinguished Chapter, ranked in order from Ninth Finalist to First Finalist.

First Finalist
Alpha Zeta Omicron Chapter
Cedar Valley College
Lancaster, Texas

Second Finalist
Iota Alpha Chapter
Trinity Valley Community College
Athens, Texas

Third Finalist
Omicron Beta Chapter
Mesa Community College
Mesa, Arizona

Fourth Finalist
Beta Gamma Zeta Chapter
Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Logansport, Indiana

Fifth Finalist
Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter
Trident Technical College
North Charleston, South Carolina

Sixth Finalist
Omega Sigma Chapter
Houston Community College
Houston, Texas

Seventh Finalist
Alpha Zeta Sigma Chapter
Greenville Technical College
Greenville, South Carolina

Eighth Finalist
Alpha Zeta Iota Chapter
Northwest Shoals Community College
Phil Campbell, Alabama

Ninth Finalist
Alpha Zeta Eta Chapter
North Lake College
Irving, Texas

Beta Alpha Continued Excellence Awards
This award was named for the Beta Alpha Chapter at Blinn College in Brenham, Texas. If a chapter is named a Distinguished Chapter three years consecutively, the chapter will be presented the Beta Alpha Continued Excellence Award.

Alpha Kappa Sigma Chapter
Red Rocks Community College
Lakewood, Colorado

Alpha Lambda Xi Chapter
Lone Star College-Kingwood
Kingwood, Texas

Alpha Omega Omicron Chapter
Tyler Junior College
Tyler, Texas

Alpha Psi Eta Chapter
Parkland College
Champaign, Illinois

Alpha Psi Tau Chapter
Ozarks Technical Community College
Springfield, Missouri

Alpha Zeta Eta Chapter
North Lake College
Irving, Texas

Alpha Zeta Iota Chapter
Northwest Shoals Community College
Phil Campbell, Alabama

Alpha Zeta Omicron Chapter
Cedar Valley College
Lancaster, Texas

Beta Theta Omicron Chapter
Skyline College
San Bruno, California

Kappa Alpha Chapter
Holmes Community College
Goodman, Mississippi

Distinguished Chapter Awards
To be considered for a Distinguished Chapter Award, a chapter must submit entries for both the Honors in Action Project and College Project Award. Selection of the Distinguished Chapters is based solely on the written entries for these Hallmark Awards. The scores in each of the two Hallmark categories will be averaged to determine a chapter’s overall ranking. Awards are presented to the top 10 percent of chapters entering the Honors in Action and College Project categories.

Alpha Alpha Rho Chapter
Lone Star College-North Harris
Houston, Texas

Alpha Beta Eta Chapter
Lurleen B. Wallace Community College
Andalusia, Alabama

Alpha Chi Zeta Chapter
Seattle Central College
Seattle, Washington

Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter
Trident Technical College
North Charleston, South Carolina

Alpha Epsilon Phi Chapter
Bergen Community College
Paramus, New Jersey

Alpha Epsilon Pi Chapter
Raratani Valley Community College
Somerville, New Jersey

Alpha Gamma Delta Chapter
Miami Dade College
Miami, Florida

Alpha Iota Chi Chapter
Northeast State Community College
Kingsport, Tennessee

Alpha Lambda Alpha Chapter
Hillsborough Community College
Tampa, Florida

Alpha Lambda Zeta Chapter
Asnuntuck Community College
Enfield, Connecticut

Alpha Mu Chi Chapter
Northeast Texas Community College
Mt. Pleasant, Texas

Alpha Phi Eta Chapter
Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Terre Haute, Indiana

Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter
Jackson College
Jackson, Michigan

Alpha Rho Mu Chapter
Lone Star College-Tomball
Tomball, Texas

Alpha Tau Alpha Chapter
Montcalm Community College
Sidney, Michigan

Alpha Zeta Sigma Chapter
Greenville Technical College
Greenville, South Carolina

Beta Beta Eta Chapter
Madison Area Technical College
Madison, Wisconsin

Beta Epsilon Gamma Chapter
Portland Community College
Portland, Oregon

Beta Gamma Zeta Chapter
Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Logansport, Indiana

Beta Lambda Delta Chapter
Jefferson State Community College
Birmingham, Alabama

Beta Lambda Mu Chapter
Lone Star College-CyFair
Cypress, Texas

Beta Lambda Sigma Chapter
Lakeshore Technical College
Cleveland, Wisconsin

Beta Nu Eta Chapter
Cirrus College
Glendora, California

Beta Sigma Phi Chapter
Central Carolina Community College
Sanford, North Carolina

Beta Tau Gamma Chapter
Pearl River Community College
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

Beta Theta Kappa Chapter
Butte College
Oroville, California

Iota Alpha Chapter
Trinity Valley Community College
Athens, Texas

Mu Tau Chapter
Lansing Community College
Lansing, Michigan

Omega Sigma Chapter
Houston Community College
Houston, Texas
**Theme 2 - Ideas and Ideologies as Frontiers**

- Alpha Rho Epsilon Chapter
  - Columbia State Community College
  - Columbus, Ohio
- Alpha Zeta Omicron Chapter
  - Cedar Valley College
  - Lancaster, Texas
- Beta Mu Nu Chapter
  - Luna Community College
  - Las Vegas, New Mexico

**Theme 3 - Quests of Human Expression**

- Alpha Zeta Sigma Chapter
  - Greenville Technical College
  - Greenville, South Carolina
- Beta Gamma Zeta Chapter
  - Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
  - Logansport, Indiana
- Gamma Lambda Chapter
  - Hinds Community College
  - Raymond, Mississippi

**Theme 4 - Exploring the Natural Environment**

- Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter
  - Trident Technical College
  - North Charleston, South Carolina
- Beta Omicron Sigma Chapter
  - H. Lavity Stoutt Community College
  - Road Town Tortola, British Virgin Islands
- Omicron Alpha Chapter
  - Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College
  - Gulfport, Mississippi

**Theme 5 - Celestial Frontiers**

- Alpha Beta Eta Chapter
  - Lurleen B. Wallace Community College
  - Andalusia, Alabama
- Alpha Tau Alpha Chapter
  - Montcalm Community College
  - Sidney, Michigan
- Iota Alpha Chapter
  - Trinity Valley Community College
  - Athens, Texas

**Theme 6 - Frontiers of Temporal and Spatial Physics**

- Alpha Omicron Chapter
  - Tyler Junior College
  - Tyler, Texas
- Alpha Zeta Eta Chapter
  - North Lake College
  - Irving, Texas
- Beta Sigma Phi Chapter
  - Central Carolina Community College
  - Sanford, North Carolina

**Theme 7 - Health and Medicine as Frontiers**

- Alpha Rho Mu Chapter
  - Lone Star College-Tomball
  - Tomball, Texas

---

**Distinguished Honors in Action Project Awards**

The Honors in Action Project Award recognizes the top chapters whose Honors in Action Project entries demonstrated excellence in academic research into the Honors Study Topic, leadership roles and leadership development activities, service learning and collaboration.

- Alpha Alpha Rho Chapter
  - Lone Star College-North Harris
  - Houston, Texas
- Alpha Beta Eta Chapter
  - Lurleen B. Wallace Community College
  - Andalusia, Alabama
- Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter
  - Trident Technical College
  - North Charleston, South Carolina
- Alpha Epsilon Phi Chapter
  - Bergen Community College
  - Paramus, New Jersey
- Alpha Epsilon Pi Chapter
  - Raritan Valley Community College
  - Somerville, New Jersey
- Alpha Gamma Delta Chapter
  - Miami Dade College
  - Miami, Florida
- Alpha Gamma Theta Chapter
  - Hillsborough Community College
  - Plant City, Florida
- Alpha Iota Chi Chapter
  - Northeast State Community College
  - Kingsport, Tennessee
- Alpha Kappa Mu Chapter
  - Bunker Hill Community College
  - Boston, Massachusetts
- Alpha Kappa Sigma Chapter
  - Red Rocks Community College
  - Lakewood, Colorado
- Alpha Lambda Alpha Chapter
  - Hillsborough Community College
  - Tampa, Florida
- Alpha Lambda Zeta Chapter
  - Asuntuck Community College
  - Enfield, Connecticut
- Alpha Mu Chi Chapter
  - Northeast Texas Community College
  - Mt. Pleasant, Texas
- Alpha Omicron Chapter
  - Tyler Junior College
  - Tyler, Texas
- Alpha Phi Eta Chapter
  - Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
  - Terre Haute, Indiana
- Alpha Psi Eta Chapter
  - Parkland College
  - Champaign, Illinois
- Alpha Psi Tau Chapter
  - Ozarks Technical Community College
  - Springfield, Missouri
- Alpha Rho Epsilon Chapter
  - Columbus State Community College
  - Columbus, Ohio
- Alpha Rho Mu Chapter
  - Lone Star College-Tomball
  - Tomball, Texas
- Alpha Zeta Eta Chapter
  - North Lake College
  - Irving, Texas
- Alpha Zeta Iota Chapter
  - Northwest Shoals Community College
  - Phil Campbell, Alabama

---

**Distinguished Theme Awards - Honors in Action**

The Honors in Action Theme Award recognizes chapters whose Honors in Action Project Award entries scored highest in each of the 9 Themes related to the 2014/2015 Honors Study Topic, Frontiers and the Spirit of Exploration.

**Theme 1 - Nature of the Quest**

- Alpha Upsilon Kappa Chapter
  - Grand Rapids Community College
  - Grand Rapids, Michigan
- Beta Lambda Delta Chapter
  - Jefferson State Community College
  - Birmingham, Alabama
- Beta Zeta Kappa Chapter
  - Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
  - Warsaw, Indiana

**Theme 2 - Ideas and Ideologies as Frontiers**

- Alpha Rho Epsilon Chapter
  - Columbus State Community College
  - Columbus, Ohio
- Alpha Zeta Omicron Chapter
  - Cedar Valley College
  - Lancaster, Texas
- Beta Mu Nu Chapter
  - Luna Community College
  - Las Vegas, New Mexico
### Distinguished College Project Awards

The purpose of the College Project is to establish a supportive relationship between the chapter and the college administration. The chapter should meet with the college president (or other appropriate administrator) to determine the College Project, which can be anything that supports the college’s mission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter Name</th>
<th>College Name</th>
<th>City, State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Chi Zeta Chapter</td>
<td>Seattle Central College</td>
<td>Seattle, Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Epsilon Nu Chapter</td>
<td>Bishop State Community College</td>
<td>Mobile, Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter</td>
<td>Trident Technical College</td>
<td>North Charleston, South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Epsilon Pi Chapter</td>
<td>Raritan Valley Community College</td>
<td>Somerville, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Eta Chi Chapter</td>
<td>Passaic County Community College</td>
<td>Paterson, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Eta Tau Chapter</td>
<td>Wallace Community College</td>
<td>Selma, Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Gamma Alpha Chapter</td>
<td>Pikes Peak Community College</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Kappa Omicron Chapter</td>
<td>Chemeketa Community College</td>
<td>Salem, Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Omicron Alpha Chapter</td>
<td>Lehigh Carbon Community College</td>
<td>Schnecksville, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Psi Eta Chapter</td>
<td>Parkland College</td>
<td>Champaign, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter</td>
<td>Jackson College</td>
<td>Jackson, Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Rho Theta Chapter</td>
<td>Pueblo Community College</td>
<td>Pueblo, Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Tau Sigma Chapter</td>
<td>Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana</td>
<td>Sellersburg, Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Upsilon Alpha Chapter</td>
<td>Manchester Community College</td>
<td>Manchester, Connecticut</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Chapter Awards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter Name</th>
<th>College Name</th>
<th>City, State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Zeta Sigma Chapter</td>
<td>Greenville Technical College</td>
<td>Greenville, South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Zeta Eta Chapter</td>
<td>North Lake College</td>
<td>Irving, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Zeta Iota Chapter</td>
<td>Northwest Shoals Community College</td>
<td>Phil Campbell, Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Delta Iota Chapter</td>
<td>Lone Star College-Montgomery</td>
<td>Conroe, Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Lambda Delta Chapter</td>
<td>Jefferson State Community College</td>
<td>Birmingham, Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Theta Omicron Chapter</td>
<td>Skyline College</td>
<td>San Bruno, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iota Zeta Chapter</td>
<td>Northeast Mississippi Community College</td>
<td>Booneville, Mississippi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nu Upsilon Chapter</td>
<td>Meridian Community College</td>
<td>Meridian, Mississippi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omicron Beta Chapter</td>
<td>Manchester College</td>
<td>Summit, Mississippi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omicron Delta Chapter</td>
<td>Southwest Mississippi Community College</td>
<td>Bay Minette, Alabama</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**NOTE:** The above table lists the chapters and colleges associated with the Distinguished College Project Awards. The purpose of these awards is to recognize the exceptional support and collaboration between the chapter and the college administration. Each chapter is encouraged to develop a College Project that aligns with the college’s mission and goals. This collaboration can lead to a variety of benefits for both the chapter and the college, including increased visibility, enhanced reputation, and improved relationships with the college administration.
Distinguished Regional Officer Awards

Distinguished Regional Officers are recognized for outstanding leadership, implementing regional goals that support overall Society goals, for significant contributions to regional Honors in Action programs and effectively communicating the region’s program and projects to member chapters.

Noémie Broussoux-Coutard
Middle States Region

Jacqueline Desiree Bumbalough
Tennessee Region

Marissa Cowles
Rocky Mountain-Cascade Region

Ashley Eddy
Middle States Region

Iris Frost
Carolinian Region

Brenda Jarvis
Ohio Region

Justin Jones
Georgia Region

Moriah Mercer
Indiana Region

Brandy Stabley
Middle States Region

Catherine Terry
Missouri Region

Diedra Torgeson
Wisconsin Region

Michigan Region

Kristalyn Mahl
Anne McLeod
Elizabeth Powell
Katrina Soper
Shane Stephens
Mitchell Tortelli
Justin Wood
Hayley Pierce

Middle States Region

Noémie Broussoux-Coutard
David Butler
Ashley Eddy
Brandy Stabley

Nevada/California Region

Christine Amezgua
Kristine Lowe
Tatiana Ochoa Jandres
Daniele Perazzo
Christel Marie San Diego
Nicole Wassef

Regional Coordinator Distinguished Service Award

A retiring Regional Coordinator who has served less than five years and has demonstrated exemplary leadership and service may be recognized with the Regional Coordinator Distinguished Service Award.

Jon Wood
Minn-Kota Regional Coordinator

Regional Coordinator Emeritus Awards

A retiring Regional Coordinator with five years or more service, with an outstanding record of leading the region and supporting the mission of Phi Theta Kappa may be recognized as a Regional Coordinator Emeritus.

Cindy Armijo
New Mexico Regional Coordinator

The Late Margo Hamm
Kentucky Regional Coordinator

Regional Milestone Awards

The Regional Milestone Award recognizes a significant accomplishment and/or renewed enthusiasm among existing regions and superior achievements of newly organized regions. The award is based on quality of regional programming and other supporting evidence.

Colorado/Wyoming Region
Arshi Nisley, Regional Coordinator

Florida Region
Connie LaMarco-Frankel, Regional Coordinator

Indiana Region
Dr. Leo Studach, Regional Coordinator

New England Region
Michelle Coach, Regional Coordinator

Pacific Region
Charlotte Toguchi, Regional Coordinator

Regional Coordinator Awards

The Regional Coordinator Awards are selected by the Society’s executive staff. Selection is based on coordinators’ criteria include quality of regional programming, especially demonstrated leadership and/or Honors in Action programming at regional meetings; overall strength of chapters in the region; membership growth; and the quantity and quality of chapter participation in such programming as the Five Star Chapter Plan and Hallmark Awards.

Alabama Region
Nora Lee, Regional Coordinator

Mississippi/Louisiana Region
Dr. Ryan Ruckel, Regional Coordinator

Tennessee Region
Gregg Garrison, Regional Coordinator

Continued Excellence Awards for Regions

A region that has received the Distinguished Region Award for three consecutive years and has continued to maintain a superior level of programming and structure may be recognized as a Continued Excellence Region.

Michigan Region
Dr. Karl Kohler, Regional Coordinator

Middle States Region
Patricia Van Atter, Regional Coordinator

Texas Region
Debbray Esparza, Regional Coordinator

Distinguished Regional Coordinator Award

The Distinguished Regional Coordinator Awards are selected by the Society’s executive staff. Selection is based on coordinators’ criteria include: (1) encouragement, fellowship and continuity provided to chapters within the region; (2) assistance provided to chapter advisors and coordinators’ internal and external communication; (3) facilitation of regional meetings; and (4) orientation, motivation and direction provided to chapter advisors and regional officers. Each recipient must have served the Society as a coordinator for a minimum of five years.

Debbray Esparza
Texas Regional Coordinator

Arshi Nisley
Colorado/Wyoming Regional Coordinator
Shirley B. Gordon Awards of Distinction

College presidents and campus CEOs are selected for this award on the basis of outstanding efforts given toward promoting the goals of Phi Theta Kappa. The award is named for the late Dr. Shirley B. Gordon, Phi Theta Kappa’s longest serving Board of Directors Chair and President Emeritus of Highline Community College in Des Moines, Washington. Dr. Gordon was named Phi Theta Kappa’s Most Distinguished College President in 1984.
2016 Phi Theta Kappa Awards

ADMINISTRATOR AWARDS

Dr. Jeremy McMillen
Grayson College
Denison, Texas

Dr. Christa Slejko
North Lake College
Irving, Texas

Dr. J. Michael Thomson
Cuyahoga Community College
Highland Hills, Ohio

James Rizzuto
Otero Junior College
La Junta, Colorado

Dr. Janet Smith
Columbia State Community College
Columbia, Tennessee

Dr. Frank Toda
Columbia Gorge Community College
The Dalles, Oregon

Dr. Steven Rose
Passaic County Community College
Paterson, New Jersey

Dr. Regina Stanback Stroud
Skyline College
San Bruno, California

Dr. Karen Vickers
Clinton Community College
Clinton, Iowa

Dr. Joe Seabrooks
Metropolitan Community College
Kansas City, Missouri

Dr. Reginald Sykes
Alabama Southern Community College
Monroeville, Alabama
**Michael Bennett Lifetime Achievement Awards**

Awards are presented to college presidents, campus CEOs at two-year or senior institutions, and state community college directors who have been supportive of Phi Theta Kappa, and are retiring from their careers. They are named in honor of the late Dr. Michael Bennett, longtime president of St. Petersburg College in Florida.

- **Dr. Virginia Carson**
  South Georgia State College
  Douglas, Georgia

- **Dr. William Holda**
  Kilgore College
  Kilgore, Texas

- **Dr. James Krudop**
  Lurleen B. Wallace Community College
  Andalusia, Alabama

- **Dr. Edward Yaw**
  County College of Morris
  Randolph, New Jersey

- **Dr. Jennifer Wimbish**
  Cedar Valley College
  Lancaster, Texas

**Distinguished Community College State Director Award**

The Distinguished Community College State Director Award recognizes the contributions of heads of state community college systems.

- **Dr. Lawrence Nespoli**
  New Jersey Council of County Colleges
  Trenton, New Jersey
Distinguished College Administrator Awards

The Distinguished College Administrator Awards are given to community college vice presidents, deans, or leaders other than college presidents/CEOs serving a community college in an administrative capacity.

Dr. Adam Breerwood
Pearl River Community College
Poplarville, Mississippi

Dr. Don Burnham
Holmes Community College
Ridgeland, Mississippi

Mary Chikwinya
Tacoma Community College
Tacoma, Washington

Michael Cunningham
Community College of Rhode Island
Warwick, Rhode Island

Jeff Daubenmire
Hocking College
Nelsonville, Ohio

Dr. Magdalena de la Teja
Tarrant County College
Hurst, Texas

Charlotte Finnegan
Jackson Community College
Jackson, Michigan

Tammy Geldenhuys
Independence Community College
Independence, Kansas

Dr. Carmen Gonzales
Santa Fe Community College
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Dr. Betty Hatcher
Craven Community College
New Bern, North Carolina

Peggy Heim
Lehigh Carbon Community College
Schnecksville, Pennsylvania

Dr. Jane Hulon
Copiah-Lincoln Community College
Wesson, Mississippi

Freddie Johnson
Atlanta Metropolitan State College
Atlanta, Georgia

Katie Kelley
Asnuntuck Community College
Enfield, Connecticut

Dr. Kris Kimbark
College of the Mainland
Texas City, Texas

Dr. Maris Lown
Union County College
Cranford, New Jersey

Dr. Patrice Mitchell
Trident Technical College
North Charleston, South Carolina

Dr. Joe Rode
Tarrant County College
Fort Worth, Texas

Dr. Normah Salleh-Barone
Moraine Valley Community College
Palos Hills, Illinois

Dr. Don Stowers
New River Community College
Dublin, Virginia

Dr. Mark Taylor
Jones County Junior College
Ellisville, Mississippi

Michael Thompson
Meridian Community College
Meridian, Mississippi

Dr. Lisa Wheeler
Normandale Community College
Bloomington, Minnesota

Dr. Paul Machen
St. Philip’s College
San Antonio, Texas

Anna Mays
Cedar Valley College
Lancaster, Texas
Alliance for Educational Excellence Award

The Alliance for Educational Excellence Award is presented to an organization, association or foundation for distinguished contribution to further excellence in education on a national or international level. This award is presented only in those years when the contribution to excellence meets the highest of standards and yields substantial impact.

National Scholarship Providers Association

The National Scholarship Providers Association has worked diligently to advance the collective impact of scholarship providers and the scholarships they deliver by providing best practices and professional development for member organizations. In addition, NSPA has demonstrated a strong commitment to supporting community college scholarship providers, including Phi Theta Kappa.

With 350 member organizations, NSPA has worked to develop standards for scholarship administration, conduct research to better understand the scholarship industry, create professional resources, encourage the development of scholarship programs, and advocate changes in policy to help students maximize all sources of financial aid available to them.
Board of Directors Alumni Achievement Award

The Board of Directors Alumni Achievement Award recognizes Society alumni who continue to support the mission Phi Theta Kappa on chapter, regional and international levels long after their community college experience ends.

Jack Bryant

Jack Bryant was inducted into the Mu Chi Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa at Connors State College on December 7, 1977, where he was an active member. From 1990-1994, he served as an advisor to the award-winning Alpha Beta Upsilon Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa at Redlands Community College. Now in the role of college president, he continues to be a passionate advocate for Phi Theta Kappa.

“Jack makes Phi Theta Kappa a priority at the college, which means that he supports Phi Theta Kappa with his time, his talent and his treasure,” said former chapter advisor and Oklahoma/Arkansas Regional Coordinator Emeritus Jim Mauldin. “He attends all inductions and is always the speaker at officer installations. He often attends the chapter’s annual cookout and the all-day officer training for local chapters.”

Bryant provides direct support to the chapter advisor team and to chapter members, making it possible for students to be engaged in and benefit from all that Phi Theta Kappa has to offer, Mauldin explained.

In addition to providing his time, Bryant provides the chapter with financial support, which he says will continue as long as Phi Theta Kappa continues to thrive on the campus.

“President Bryant embodies the heart, hands, and head of a true leader,” said chapter advisor Julie Flegal-Smallwood. “Redlands and the Alpha Beta Upsilon Chapter are fortunate to have him as our chief administrator.”

Bryant was recently named to the Phi Theta Kappa’s Presidential Advisory Board, where he is serving as an ambassador by working with Society leaders to make connections with other college leaders to increase transfer scholarship opportunities for Phi Theta Kappa members in the state of Oklahoma.

“I could not be happier with the Board of Directors’ choice for this award,” said Phi Theta Kappa President and CEO Dr. Lynn Tincher-Ladner. “Jack is an active member of our Presidential Advisory Board, and at the same time, a student’s voice among presidents when it comes to benefits for our members and the direction of our Society.”

Alumni Association Award of Merit

This award honors an alumni association that has been exemplary in providing support for two-year chapters.

Middle States Regional Alumni Association

Outstanding Regional Alumni Association Award

The Outstanding Regional Alumni Association Award recognizes regionally-based alumni associations that have been exemplary in the support of Phi Theta Kappa and its members.

Texas Regional Alumni Association
Alpha of Ohio Alumni Association
Middle States Regional Alumni Association

Outstanding University-Based Alumni Association Award

The Outstanding University-Based Alumni Association Award recognizes an alumni association on a four-year college campus which has been exemplary in the support of Phi Theta Kappa and its members.

Athens State University Alumni Association (AL)

Outstanding Community-Based Alumni Association Award

The Outstanding Community-Based Alumni Association Award recognizes alumni associations within a community, chapter or college system that have been exemplary in the support of Phi Theta Kappa and its members.

Alpha Gamma Pi Alumni Association (TX)
Alpha Nu Omega Alumni Association (PA)
Alpha Xi Pi Alumni Association (TN)

Alumni Award of Appreciation

The Alumni Award of Appreciation recognizes Phi Theta Kappa alumni who support the current and future members of the Society.

Mario Areolla
Nominated by Alpha Omega Iota Chapter

Calleb Bryan Capshaw
Nominated by Tennessee Region

Julie Gore
Nominated by Beta Theta Xi Chapter

Pam Howe
Nominated by Kansas/Nebraska Region

Jennifer Knee
Nominated by Middle States Regional Alumni Association

Jennifer Knight
Nominated by Alpha Chi Sigma Chapter

William Koch
Nominated by Carolinas Region

Robert Lombrana
Nominated by Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter

Abby Meyer
Nominated by Ohio Region

Cheryl Maxwell
Nominated by Beta Beta Tau Chapter

Eric Trey Mueller
Nominated by Eta Gamma Chapter

Dolores Nelson
Nominated by Chi Gamma Chapter

Bree Pierfelice
Nominated by Alpha Psi Tau Chapter

Elaine Rouse
Nominated by Alpha Phi Nu Chapter

Michael Shoemaker
Nominated by Alpha Nu Omega Chapter

Anna Van Loon
Nominated by Wisconsin Region

Sheri Wachman
Nominated by Middle States Region

Debbie Zamora
Nominated by Missouri Region
### Advisor Awards

Advisors are recognized for significant contributions to the growth of individual members, service as the chapter's advocate on campus and encouraging the chapter to be involved on the local, regional and/or international level of the organization. Advisor awards include three categories based on length of service and previous recognitions.

#### Paragon Awards for New Advisors

For advisors with less than four years of service. This award is given only once.

- Jacqueline Barstow (American Psalmist Chapter, Onondaga Community College, Syracuse, New York)
- Jeanell Buck (Phi Tau Chapter, Tarrant County College, Hurst, Texas)
- Michelle Coach (Alpha Lambda Zeta Chapter, Asnuntuck Community College, Enfield, Connecticut)
- Candace Eldridge (Alpha Rho Mu Chapter, Northwest Texas Community College, Mt. Pleasant, Texas)
- Carla Folkner (Iota Zeta Chapter, Northeast Mississippi Community College, Booneville, Mississippi)
- Darius Frasure (Omega Omega Chapter, Mountain View College, Dallas, Texas)
- Benjamin Fries (Alpha Delta Omega Chapter, Glen Oaks Community College, Centreville, Michigan)
- Nicole Grose (Alpha Mu Tau Chapter, Collin College, Plano, Texas)
- Wendy Jeschke (Iota Pi Chapter, Flathead Valley Community College, Kalispell, Montana)
- Shywanda Moore (Alpha Psi Alpha Chapter, Shelton State Community College, Tuscaloosa, Alabama)

#### Distinguished Advisor Awards

For advisors with at least four years or more of service. This award is given only once.

- Tommy Alvaro (Alpha Omicron Pi Chapter, Mid Michigan Community College, Harrison, Michigan)
- Julie Atwood (Rho Sigma Chapter, Jones County Junior College, Ellisville, Mississippi)
- Michelle Geisert (Beta Tau Chapter, Atlanta Metropolitan State College, Atlanta, Georgia)
- Ray Harris (Iota Zeta Chapter, Northeast Mississippi Community College, Booneville, Mississippi)
- Kelly Kennedy-Everett (Beta Pi Theta Chapter, Miami Dade College, Hialeah, Florida)
- Amanda Lillgreen (Alpha Kappa Lambda Chapter, Alcorn State University, Lorman, Mississippi)
- Emily Murdock (Lambda Chapter, Mineral Area College, Flat River, Missouri)

### Continued Excellence Awards for Advisors

For advisors who have previously received the Distinguished Advisor Award, this recognition may be given to the same recipient in alternate years.

- Irene Byrnes (Mu Eta Chapter, Broome Community College, Binghamton, New York)
- Robert Carey (Alpha Beta Chi Chapter, Pima Community College, Tucson, Arizona)

### 2016 Phi Theta Kappa Awards

- Jenny Peters (Lambda Chapter, Mineral Area College, Flat River, Missouri)
- Frank Rodriguez (Beta Psi Mu Chapter, Lone Star College-University Park, Houston, Texas)
- William Simick (Alpha Rho Mu Chapter, Lone Star College-Tomball, Tomball, Texas)
- Sarah Spiker Rainey (Alpha Mu Chi Chapter, Northeast Texas Community College, Hurst, Texas)
- Jennifer Wood (Omicron Beta Chapter, Mesa Community College, Mesa, Arizona)
- Thomas Alvaro (Alpha Omicron Pi Chapter, Mid Michigan Community College, Harrison, Michigan)
- Michelle Geisert (Beta Tau Chapter, Atlanta Metropolitan State College, Atlanta, Georgia)
- Ray Harris (Iota Zeta Chapter, Northeast Mississippi Community College, Booneville, Mississippi)
- Kelly Kennedy-Everett (Beta Pi Theta Chapter, Miami Dade College, Hialeah, Florida)
- Amanda Lillgreen (Alpha Kappa Lambda Chapter, Alcorn State University, Lorman, Mississippi)
- Emily Murdock (Lambda Chapter, Mineral Area College, Flat River, Missouri)

- Charles Myrick (Alpha Theta Alpha Chapter, Oklahoma City Community College, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma)
- Bruno Rhodes (Alpha Xi Beta Chapter, College of Southern Nevada, Las Vegas, Nevada)
- Shewanda Riley (Phi Tau Chapter, Tarrant County College, Hurst, Texas)
- Leila Rogers (Alpha Nu Sigma Chapter, Horry-Georgetown Technical College, Conway, South Carolina)
- Suzanne Thomas (Alpha Eta Omega Chapter, Rose State College, Midwest City, Oklahoma)
- Beverley Trimble (Alpha Beta Xi Chapter, Hinds Community College, Utica, Mississippi)
- Benjamin Williams (Iota Eta Chapter, Community College of Allegheny County, West Mifflin, Pennsylvania)

- Steve Fritts (Alpha Psi Tau Chapter, Ozarks Technical Community College, Springfield, Missouri)
- Gregg Garrison (Alpha Xi Pi Chapter, Motlow State Community College, Lynchburg, Tennessee)
- Mary Hovanec (Chi Omega Chapter, Cuyahoga Community College, Parma, Ohio)
- Robin Lowe (Upsilon Sigma Chapter, Itawamba Community College, Parma, Ohio)
- Daryl Milligan (Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter, Trident Technical College, North Charleston, South Carolina)
- Twila Quintana (Beta Mu Nu Chapter, Luna Community College, Las Vegas, New Mexico)
- Rebekah Rios-Harris (Alpha Zeta Omicron Chapter, Cedar Valley College, Lancaster, Texas)
- Glenn Rohlfing (Alpha Gamma Alpha Chapter, Pikes Peak Community College, Colorado Springs, Colorado)
- Todd Stowell (Omicron Iota Chapter, Schoolcraft College, Livonia, Michigan)
- Rebecca Tate (Alpha Mu Rho Chapter, Lone Star College-Tomball, Tomball, Texas)
- Johannah Williams (Gamma Lambda Chapter, Hinds Community College, Raymond, Mississippi)
**Distinguished Chapter Advisor Team Awards**

New in 2016, the Distinguished Chapter Advisor Team Award is presented in recognition of an exceptional atmosphere of teamwork, leadership abilities, promotion of Honors in Action and other engagement in the Society, and enthusiasm for the Society’s Hallmarks.

Daryl Milligan  
Brenda Oxford  
Mozell Rollerson  
Christine Solomon  
Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter  
Trident Technical College  
North Charleston, South Carolina  

Carole Olds  
Glenn Rohlfing  
Alpha Gamma Alpha Chapter  
Pikes Peak Community College  
Colorado Springs, Colorado  

Matt Dempsey  
Amanda Lilgreen  
Linda Tetzlaff  
Alpha Kappa Alpha Chapter  
Normandale Community College  
Bloomington, Minnesota  

Beth Carraway  
Leila Rogers  
John Sharpe  
Alpha Nu Sigma Chapter  
Horry-Georgetown Technical College  
Conway, South Carolina  

Shannon Cross  
Gigi Delk  
Alpha Omicron Chapter  
Tyler Junior College  
Tyler, Texas  

Josephine Fritts  
Steve Fritts  
Donna Graham  
Alpha Psi Tau Chapter  
Ozarks Technical Community College  
Springfield, Missouri  

Laura Brown  
Dayron Deaton-Owens  
Gregg Garrison  
Misty Griffith  
Alpha Xi Pi Chapter  
Motlow State Community College  
Lynchburg, Tennessee  

Miyoshi Holmes  
Rebekah Rios-Harris  
Tommy Thompson  
Carolyn Ward  
Alpha Zeta Omicron Chapter  
Cedar Valley College  
Lancaster, Texas  

Cindy Armijo  
Twila Quintana  
Beta Mu Nu Chapter  
Luna Community College  
Las Vegas, New Mexico  

Ben Cloyd  
Amanda Gill  
Jack Hite  
Debbie McCollum  
Johannah Williams  
Gamma Lambda Chapter  
Hinds Community College  
Raymond, Mississippi  

Teresa Wells  
Patricia West  
Omicron Alpha Chapter  
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College  
Gulfport, Mississippi  

Cynthia Connolly  
Christin Franco  
Vickie Gallegos  
Sherleen Lerner  
Ed Lipinski  
Duane Oakes  
Dawn Rhodes  
Christy Salam  
Jennifer Wood  
Omicron Beta Chapter  
Mesa Community College  
Mesa, Arizona  

Molly Harris  
Mary Linder  
George Melchor  
Omicron Psi Chapter  
Grayson College  
Denison, Texas  

Carson Atwood  
Julie Atwood  
Mark Brown  
Sarah Ishee  
Rho Sigma Chapter  
Jones County Junior College  
Ellisville, Mississippi  

Rene Montemayor  
Laura Ramirez Cruz  
Theta Theta Chapter  
Laredo Community College  
Laredo, Texas
Distinguished Chapter Member Awards

The Distinguished Members are selected based on a student’s embodiment of the Hallmarks of the Society through Honors in Action and other chapter activities. These award recipients must not have held a chapter, regional or international officer position during the 2015 calendar year.

Isaac Isai Alejo Reyes
Alpha Epsilon Phi Chapter
Bergen Community College
Paramus, New Jersey

Lawrence Anderson
Alpha Zeta Sigma Chapter
Greenville Technical College
Greenville, South Carolina

Isaac Ballesteros
Omicron Beta Chapter
Mesa Community College
Mesa, Arizona

Kristen Corcoran
Rho Kappa Chapter
Elgin Community College
Elgin, Illinois

Emma Devine
Alpha Mu Tau Chapter
Collin College
Plano, Texas

Nicholas Girod
Pi Epsilon Chapter
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College
Gautier, Mississippi

Sam Johnson
Gamma Lambda Chapter
Hinds Community College
Raymond, Mississippi

Lillian Kilduff
Chi Theta Chapter
Community College of Baltimore County
Baltimore, Maryland

Christine Martinez
Alpha Delta Mu Chapter
Atlantic Cape Community College
Mays Landing, New Jersey

Mariah McBride
Alpha Rho Mu Chapter
Lone Star College-Tomball
Tomball, Texas

Jason Moed
Alpha Lambda Zeta Chapter
Asnuntuck Community College
Enfield, Connecticut

Nicole Moffett
Kappa Alpha Chapter
Holmes Community College
Goodman, Mississippi

Veronica Moss
Sigma Lambda Chapter
Calhoun Community College
Tanner, Alabama

Nahom Mossazghi
Alpha Kappa Alpha Chapter
Normandale Community College
Bloomington, Minnesota

Camille Nagasawa
Alpha Chi Zeta Chapter
Seattle Central College
Seattle, Washington

Erica Nieves
Alpha Theta Phi Chapter
LaGuardia Community College
Long Island City, New York

Shanna Presley
Phi Upsilon Chapter
Alabama Southern Community College
Monroeville, Alabama

Cassandra Raines
Rho Theta Chapter
Mt. Hood Community College
Gresham, Oregon

Daniel Rogers
Alpha Phi Kappa Chapter
Bluegrass Community and Technical College
Lexington, Kentucky

Thomas Ramoinville
Alpha Psi Tau Chapter
Ozarks Technical Community College
Springfield, Missouri

Mary Smith
Alpha Mu Chi Chapter
Northeast Texas Community College
Mt. Pleasant, Texas

Aspen Sutherland
Alpha Beta Upsilon Chapter
Redlands Community College
El Reno, Oklahoma

Audrey Thomas
Alpha Omicron Chapter
Tyler Junior College
Tyler, Texas

Larabeth Vanek
Delta Rho Chapter
Otero Junior College
LaJunta, Colorado

Leonor Vidal
Beta Nu Chapter
San Antonio College
San Antonio, Texas

Damon Walker
Phi Tau Chapter
Tarrant County College
Hurst, Texas

Elizabeth Wantland
Beta Zeta Mu Chapter
Western Iowa Tech Community College
Sioux City, Iowa

Alexis Weinmar
Upsilon Pi Chapter
John A. Logan College
Carterville, Illinois

Jonathan Wigfall
Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter
 Trident Technical College
North Charleston, South Carolina

Grace Workman
Tau Theta Chapter
Labette Community College
Parsons, Kansas

Distinguished Chapter Officer Awards

Chapter Officer Awards are given based on the recipient’s demonstration of leadership, promotion of Honors in Action and other engagement in the Society, and enthusiasm for the Society’s Hallmarks.

Linda Austin
Alpha Beta Omega Chapter
Lord Fairfax Community College
Middletown, Virginia

Colter Comstock
Eta Gamma Chapter
Coffeyville Community College
Coffeyville, Kansas

Desiree De Canto-Gardner
Alpha Psi Epsilon Chapter
Hawaii Community College
Hilo, Hawaii

Samuel Desind
Alpha Epsilon Phi Chapter
Bergen Community College
Paramus, New Jersey

Tammy Edmonds
Alpha Alpha Rho Chapter
Lone Star College-North Harris
Houston, Texas

Rachel Epps
Xi Lambda Chapter
St. Louis Community College
St. Louis, Missouri

Erin Georgia
Pi Pi Chapter
Jefferson State Community College
Birmingham, Alabama

Kevin Gomes
Beta Theta Kappa Chapter
Butte College
Oroville, California

Maria Gonzalez-Trevino
Alpha Rho Mu Chapter
Lone Star College-Tomball
Tomball, Texas

Kylie Howard
Alpha Epsilon Upsilon Chapter
Redlands Community College
El Reno, Oklahoma

Robert Hunter
Gamma Lambda Chapter
Hinds Community College
Raymond, Mississippi

Sara Hwang
Alpha Epsilon Phi Chapter
Bergen Community College
Paramus, New Jersey

Robert Johnson
Alpha Epsilon Upsilon Chapter
Redlands Community College
El Reno, Oklahoma

Justin Jones
Alpha Psi Omicron Chapter
Georgia Highlands College
Marietta, Georgia

Rowen Kellogg
Alpha Kappa Alpha Chapter
Normandale Community College
Bloomington, Minnesota

Charles Kivelhen
Alpha Rho Mu Chapter
Lone Star College-Tomball
Tomball, Texas

Donald Koch
Alpha Omicron Alpha Chapter
Lehigh Carbon Community College
Schnecksville, Pennsylvania

Cody Lee
Alpha Rho Gamma Chapter
Washington State Community College
Marietta, Ohio

Jason Lilly
Beta Epsilon Omicron Chapter
Fox Valley Technical College
Appleton, Wisconsin

2016 Phi Theta Kappa Awards
CHAPTER MEMBER/OFFICER AWARDS

2016 Phi Theta Kappa Awards

Distinguished Chapter Officer Team Awards
This award is presented in recognition of an exceptional atmosphere of teamwork, leadership abilities, promotion of Honors in Action and other engagement in the Society, and enthusiasm for the Society's Hallmarks.

- Tracy Calder
- Ellen Garnsey
- Amanda Rwirangira
- Erik Squire
- Autumn Theriault
- Alpha Chi Nu Chapter
- South Portland, Maine

- Marissa Ampe
- Cassandra Bauer
- Abigail Everson
- Aneesaa Manraj
- Benjamin Midkiff
- Amanda Romeo
- Anastasia Ronyak
- Pablo Samaniego
- Alpha Delta Alpha Chapter
- Anoka-Ramsey Community College
- Coon Rapids, Minnesota

- Jayme Alger
- Linda Ash
- Sylinda Asher
- Grace Bolin
- Margaret Gombus
- Elizabeth Hill-Daughtry
- Tracie Hopkins
- Jennifer Huynh
- Jessica Pymel
- Jaime Yanden Haak
- Krystal Welch
- Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter
- Trident Technical College
- North Charleston, South Carolina

- Michael Barlow
- Samuel Desind
- Andrew Fenwick
- Aleksandra Gavazova
- Natalia Gonzalez
- Sara Hwang
- Alpha Epsilon Phi Chapter
- Bergen Community College
- Paramus, New Jersey

- Myka Baker
- Kyla Faust
- Victoria Hewlett
- Cassandra Ross
- Tessa Ross
- Carly Sluder
- Alpha Iota Chi Chapter
- Northeast State Community College
- Kingsport, Tennessee

- Laylee Beirat
- Kelsey Golk
- Myah Lowny
- Sarah Osman
- Viviana Sanchez
- Alpha Iota Lambda Chapter
- Moraine Valley Community College
- Palos Hills, Illinois

- Antonia Bell
- Tara Belzun
- Ebenee Carpenter
- Charles Dickens
- Luckenson Edmond
- Tou Kue
- Margel Lamb
- Alpha Lambda Alpha Chapter
- Hillsborough Community College
- Tampa, Florida

- Isabella Nobile
- John Provenza
- Raymundo Roig De Leon
- Jamel Rosemond
- Sidney Stockett
- Alpha Lambda Xi Chapter
- Lone Star College-Kingwood
- Kingwood, Texas

- Judy Crowningshield
- Brianna Cruz
- Tommi DeMichael
- Renee Dupuis
- Kellianne LeBlanc
- Susan Longo
- Sithy Mahamoons
- Alyssa Oesting
- Andrew St. Amand
- Ryan Tetrahult
- Alpha Lambda Zeta Chapter
- Asnuntuck Community College
- Enfield, Connecticut

- Bayardolgor Bayaraa
- Nestor Duran Vega
- Mandkhii Molomjamts
- Kayla Rose
- Salina Sok
- Alpha Omicron Beta Chapter
- Inver Hills Community College
- Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota

- Angelo Bailey
- Cheryl Collins
- Kathryn Einstein
- Moriah Mercer
- Nila Myers
- Alpha Phi Pi Chapter
- Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
- Kokomo, Indiana

- Desiree De Canto-Gordner
- Nicholas Eisen
- Sean Kirkpatrick
- Piadora Mana
- Candace Wharton
- Alpha Psi Epsilon Chapter
- Hawaii Community College
- Hilo, Hawaii

- Junaid Khan
- Gayle Kildal
- Jeremy Miller
- Alpha Psi Gamma Chapter
- Prince William Sound Community College
- Valdez, Alaska

- Tiffany Avalos-Lopez
- Maria Gonzalez-Trevino
- Charles Kivlehen
- Charvy Nuon
- Tri Tran
- Alpha Rho Mu Chapter
- Lone Star College-Tomball
- Tomball, Texas

- Allison Beerva
- Giovanni Cerminara
- Brandy Martinez
- Nikki Newhart
- Irma Ortiz-Astacio
- Sarina Tufano
- Beta Beta Chi Chapter
- Northampton Community College
- Tannersville, Pennsylvania

- Hope Bennett
- Luis Botello-saucedo
- Isabel Burbano
- Selma Couret Gonzalez
- Blake Kelly
- Beatriz Ondre
- Rodolfo Rodriguez
- Holly Young
- Beta Delta Iota Chapter
- Lone Star College-Montgomery
- Conroe, Texas

- Bryan Martinez
- Amanda Paradis
- Debra Powers
- Carrie Sherer
- Jenna Yeakle
- Beta Gamma Zeta Chapter
- Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
- Logansport, Indiana

- Skyeler Aguado
- Ali Fawaz
- James Harney
- Rey Laurencio
- Estefania Palacios
- Thuy Pham
- Daniel Varela
- Beta Lambda Mu Chapter
- Lone Star College-CyFair
- Cypress, Texas

- Vanessa Chung
- Laura Flores
- Anisha Katkar
- Angela Martinez
- Marisol Rael
- Beta Mu Nu Chapter
- Luna Community College
- Las Vegas, New Mexico
Carolina Castillo
Julie De Leon
Daniel Morales
Joshua Morrow
Ana Palli
Leonardo Peon
Beta Pi Theta Chapter
Miami Dade College
Hialeah, Florida

Melissa Geary
Brittany Hazzard
Adriana Randall
Brianne Snyder
Jason Ward
Beta Sigma Pi Chapter
College of Western Idaho
Boise, Idaho

Jason Harte
Rachael Hockenberry
Bruce Hyde
Asajile Mnaipyana
Matthew Pellas
Jessica Pickel
Tamara Teffer
Cristiane Wilson
Chi Omega Chapter
Cuyahoga Community College
Parma, Ohio

Ryan Alldritt
Jemi Edwards
Elijah Evans
Shannon Gammill
Brittany Ibarra
Christopher Martinez
Eta Beta Chapter
Southwest Texas Junior College
Uvalde, Texas

Evalys Azuara
Colter Comstock
Eleora Coward
Rayandra Darbro
Kyle Darnell
Reina Garcia
Connor Kagy
Jesus Medina
Paolete Medina
Erasmo Tejeda
Tanner Vieyra
Eta Gamma Chapter
Coffeyville Community College
Coffeyville, Kansas

Shelbi Barnes
Dantez Brock
Hannah Day
Logan Gates
Jennie Maddox
Cynthia Martinez
Rachel Peeler
James Phelps
Madeline Smith
Brittany Stephenson
Kameron Talley
Yasmin Young
Iota Zeta Chapter
Northeast Mississippi Community College
Booneville, Mississippi

Daniel Bailey
Kaycée Campbell
Jordan Chadwick-Camp
James Fell
Ryan Gudin
Brooke Hilliard
Jake Jackson
Emmett Meehan
Mackenzie Murphy
Kinsey Noe
Tyler Oakes
Jacob Sorenson
Brandon Traylor
Eden Washburn
Sean West
Omicron Beta Chapter
Mesa Community College
Mesa, Arizona

Emily Ashley
Aurora Diaz
Christian Green
Abigail Hooks
Seth Nieman
Matthew Stillman
Taylor Wilson
Omicron Delta Chapter
Southwest Mississippi Community College
Summit, Mississippi

Natalie Hitchcock
Griffin Horton
Ramsey Knott
Trenton Linderman
Hannah Wootten
Psi Epsilon Chapter
Northeast Alabama Community College
Rainsville, Alabama

Akemi Almeida
Gema Atta
Sarah Blanchard
Carlie Draeger
David Friedman
Leslie Gonzalez
Eliana Penafiel
Vanessa Perez
Tammy Piotrowski
Jeremy Robles
Rho Kappa Chapter
Elgin Community College
Elgin, Illinois

Tanim Dillon
Kynzi Edings
Sydney Pemberton
Megan Thompson
Tau Theta Chapter
Labette Community College
Parsons, Kansas
Alpha Alpha Rho Chapter
Lone Star College-North Harris
Houston, Texas

Alpha Beta Chi Chapter
Pima Community College
Tucson, Arizona

Alpha Beta Eta Chapter
Lurleen B. Wallace Community College
Andalusia, Alabama

Alpha Chi Zeta Chapter
Seattle Central College
Seattle, Washington

Alpha Delta Pi Chapter
Brookhaven College
Dallas, Texas

Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter
Trident Technical College
North Charleston, South Carolina

Alpha Epsilon Phi Chapter
Bergen Community College
Paramus, New Jersey

Alpha Epsilon Pi Chapter
River Valley Community College
Somerville, New Jersey

Alpha Eta Chi Chapter
Passaic County Community College
Paterson, New Jersey

Alpha Gamma Delta Chapter
Miami Dade College
Miami, Florida

Alpha Gamma Theta Chapter
Hillsborough Community College
Plant City, Florida

Alpha Gamma Upsilon Chapter
Cowley College
Arkansas City, Kansas

Alpha Iota Chi Chapter
Northeast State Community College
Kingsport, Tennessee

Alpha Iota Omicron Chapter
Western College Community College
Valhalla, New York

Alpha Iota Upsilon Chapter
Geneseo Community College
Batavia, New York

Alpha Kappa Iota Chapter
Honolulu Community College
Honolulu, Hawaii

Alpha Kappa Mu Chapter
Bunker Hill Community College
Boston, Massachusetts

Alpha Kappa Sigma Chapter
Red Rocks Community College
Lakewood, Colorado

Alpha Lambda Alpha Chapter
Hillsborough Community College
Tampa, Florida

Alpha Lambda Sigma Chapter
Holmes Community College
Ridgeland, Mississippi

Alpha Lambda Xi Chapter
Lone Star College-Kingwood
Kingwood, Texas

Alpha Lambda Zeta Chapter
Asunntuck Community College
Enfield, Connecticut

Alpha Mu Chi Chapter
Northeast Texas Community College
Mt. Pleasant, Texas

Alpha Nu Sigma Chapter
Horry-Georgetown Technical College
Conway, South Carolina

Alpha Nu Xi Chapter
College of the Canyons
Santa Clarita, California

Alpha Omicron Chapter
Tyler Junior College
Tyler, Texas

Alpha Omicron Omicron Chapter
Mid Michigan Community College
Harrison, Michigan

Alpha Omicron Tau Chapter
Iowa Western Community College
Council Bluffs, Iowa

Alpha Phi Eta Chapter
Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Terre Haute, Indiana

Alpha Psi Eta Chapter
Purdue University
Champaign, Illinois

Alpha Psi Omicron Chapter
Georgia Highlands College
Marietta, Georgia

Alpha Psi Tau Chapter
Ozarks Technical Community College
Springfield, Missouri

Alpha Rho Epsilon Chapter
Columbus State Community College
Columbus, Ohio

Alpha Rho Eta Chapter
Kishwaukee College
Malt, Illinois

Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter
Jackson College
Jackson, Michigan

Alpha Rho Mu Chapter
Lone Star College-Tomball
Tomball, Texas

Alpha Sigma Rho Chapter
Reading Area Community College
Reading, Pennsylvania

Alpha Tau Alpha Chapter
Montcalm Community College
Sidney, Michigan

Alpha Theta Iota Chapter
Monroe Community College
Rochester, New York

Alpha Upsilon Phi Chapter
LaGuardia Community College
Long Island City, New York

Alpha Upsilon Kappa Chapter
Grand Rapids Community College
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Alpha Xi Gamma Chapter
Owensboro Community and Technical College
Owensboro, Kentucky

Alpha Zeta Eta Chapter
North Lake College
Irving, Texas

Alpha Zeta Iota Chapter
Northwest Shoals Community College
Phil Campbell, Alabama

Alpha Zeta Theta Chapter
Greenville Technical College
Lancaster, Texas

Alpha Zeta Sigma Chapter
Greenville Technical College
Greenville, South Carolina

Alpha Zeta Theta Chapter
Quinsigamond Community College
Worcester, Massachusetts

Beta Alpha Tau Chapter
Community College of Baltimore County
Baltimore, Maryland

Beta Alpha Xi Chapter
Estrella Mountain Community College
Avondale, Arizona

Beta Beta Pi Chapter
Madison Area Technical College
Madison, Wisconsin

Beta Delta Iota Chapter
Lone Star College-Montgomery
Conroe, Texas

Beta Delta Omicron Chapter
Tarrant County College
Arlington, Texas

Beta Epsilon Gamma Chapter
Portland Community College
Portland, Oregon

Beta Gamma Zeta Chapter
Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Logansport, Indiana

Beta Lambda Delta Chapter
Jefferson State Community College
Birmingham, Alabama

Beta Lambda Mu Chapter
Lone Star College-CyFair
Cypress, Texas

Beta Lambda Sigma Chapter
Lakeshore Technical College
Cleveland, Wisconsin

Beta Mu Nu Chapter
Luna Community College
Las Vegas, New Mexico

Beta Nu Eta Chapter
Citrus College
Glendora, California

Beta Omicron Sigma Chapter
H. Lavity Stoutt Community College
Road Town Tortola, British Virgin Islands

Beta Sigma Phi Chapter
Central Carolina Community College
Sanford, North Carolina

Beta Tau Gamma Chapter
Pearl River Community College
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

Beta Theta Kappa Chapter
Butte College
Orroville, California

Beta Theta Omicron Chapter
Skyline College
San Bruno, California

Beta Xi Alpha Chapter
Saint Paul College
Saint Paul, Minnesota

Beta Zeta Kappa Chapter
Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Warsaw, Indiana
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Chi Nu Chapter
Eastern Florida State College
Melbourne, Florida

Chi Omega Chapter
Cuyahoga Community College
Parma, Ohio

Eta Gamma Chapter
Coffeyville Community College
Coffeyville, Kansas

Eta Nu Chapter
St. Petersburg College
St. Petersburg, Florida

Gamma Lambda Chapter
Hinds Community College
Raymond, Mississippi

Gamma Sigma Chapter
Del Mar College
Corpus Christi, Texas

Iota Alpha Chapter
Trinity Valley Community College
Athens, Texas

Iota Zeta Chapter
Northeast Mississippi Community College
Booneville, Mississippi

Kappa Alpha Chapter
Holmes Community College
Goodman, Mississippi

Mu Tau Chapter
Lansing Community College
Lansing, Michigan

Omega Sigma Chapter
Houston Community College
Houston, Texas

Omicron Alpha Chapter
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College
Gulfport, Mississippi

Omicron Beta Chapter
Mesa Community College
Mesa, Arizona

Omicron Delta Chapter
Southwest Mississippi Community College
Summit, Mississippi

Omicron Iota Chapter
Schoolcraft College
Livonia, Michigan

Omicron Lambda Chapter
Glendale Community College
Tempe, Arizona

Omicron Psi Chapter
Grayson College
Denison, Texas

Chi Tau Chapter
Tarrant County College
Hurst, Texas

Pi Epsilon Chapter
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College
Gautier, Mississippi

Psi Iota Chapter
North Central Texas College
Gainesville, Texas

Psi Iota Chapter
Brazosport College
Lake Jackson, Texas

Rho Chi Chapter
Tarrant County College
Fort Worth, Texas

Rho Theta Chapter
Mt. Hood Community College
Gresham, Oregon

Sigma Delta Chapter
College of the Mainland
Texas City, Texas

Sigma Phi Chapter
Arapahoe Community College
Littleton, Colorado

Tau Beta Chapter
Davidson County Community College
Lexington, North Carolina

Tau Theta Chapter
Labette Community College
Parsons, Kansas

Theta Theta Chapter
Laredo Community College
Laredo, Texas

Upsilon Sigma Chapter
Itawamba Community College
Fulton, Mississippi

Xi Epsilon Chapter
St. Louis Community College
St. Louis, Missouri

Xi Kappa Chapter
Kingsborough Community College
Brooklyn, New York

Xi Pi Chapter
Polk State College
Winter Haven, Florida

Zeta Eta Chapter
Riverland Community College
Austin, Minnesota
FIVE STAR LEVEL

Alabama Region:
Alpha Chi Tau Chapter, Wallace State Community College
Alpha Epsilon Iota Chapter, Shelton State Community College
Alpha Eta Tau Chapter, Bishop State Community College
Alpha Psi Xi Chapter, Bevill State Community College
Alpha Zeta Iota Chapter, Northwest Shoals Community College
Beta Lambda Delta Chapter, Jefferson State Community College
Beta Pi Nu Chapter, Lurleen B. Wallace Community College
Lambda Epsilon Chapter, Bevill State Community College
Omega Eta Chapter, George C. Wallace Community College
Phi Pi Chapter, Jefferson State Community College
Psi Epsilon Chapter, Faulkner State Community College
Beta Alpha Xi Chapter, Estrella Mountain Community College
Beta Gamma Pi Chapter, Yavapai College
Omicon Beta Chapter, Mesa Community College
Omicon Lambda Chapter, Glendale Community College
Rho Pi Chapter, Phoenix College

Arizona Region:
Alpha Beta Chi Chapter, Pima Community College
Alpha Theta Delta Chapter, Central Arizona College
Alpha Theta Omicron Chapter, Rio Salado College
Beta Alpha Xi Chapter, Estrella Mountain Community College
Beta Gamma Pi Chapter, Yavapai College
Omicon Beta Chapter, Mesa Community College
Omicon Lambda Chapter, Glendale Community College
Rho Pi Chapter, Phoenix College

Carolinias Region:
Alpha Alpha Iota Chapter, York Technical College, SC
Alpha Chi Sigma Chapter, Cape Fear Community College, NC
Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter, Trident Technical College, SC
Alpha Eta Kappa Chapter, Midlands Technical College, SC
Alpha Nu Sigma Chapter, Harris-Georgetown Technical College, SC
Alpha Omega Nu Chapter, Edgecombe Community College, NC
Alpha Omicron Delta Chapter, Alamance Community College, NC
Alpha Phi Nu Chapter, Craven Community College, NC
Alpha Tau Beta Chapter, Sandhills Community College, NC
Alpha Tau Phi Chapter, Fayetteville Technical Community College, NC
Alpha Tau Rho Chapter, Coastal Carolina Community College, NC
Alpha Upsilon Eta Chapter, Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College, NC
Alpha Upsilon Theta Chapter, Piedmont Community College, NC
Alpha Xi Tau Chapter, Surry Community College, NC
Alpha Zeta Sigma Chapter, Greenville Technical College, SC
Beta Nu Mu Chapter, Roanoke-Chowan Community College, NC
Beta Sigma Phi Chapter, Central Carolina Community College, NC
Beta Tau Phi Chapter, Durham Technical Community College, NC
Beta Tau Theta Chapter, Rowan-Cabarrus Community College, NC
Beta Theta Rho Chapter, Randolph Community College, NC
Beta Upsilon Delta Chapter, Nash Community College, NC

Colorado/Wyoming Region:
Alpha Gamma Alpha Chapter, Pikes Peak Community College, CO
Alpha Gamma Sigma Chapter, Red Rocks Community College, CO
Alpha Nu Psi Chapter, Gillette College, WY
Alpha Rho Theta Chapter, Pueblo Community College, CO
Delta Rho Chapter, Otero Junior College, CO
Sigma Phi Chapter, Arapahoe Community College, CO
Zeta Alpha Chapter, Casper College, WY

Florida Region:
Alpha Beta Beta Chapter, Hillsborough Community College
Alpha Gamma Delta Chapter, Miami Dade College
Alpha Gamma Omega Chapter, Valencia College

Indiana Region:
Alpha Phi Eta Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Alpha Phi Pi Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Alpha Rho Sigma Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Alpha Rho Tau Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Alpha Sigma Kappa Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Alpha Tau Sigma Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana

Georgia Region:
Alpha Beta Gamma Chapter, Georgia Perimeter College
Alpha Psi Omicron Chapter, Georgia Highlands College
Alpha Rho Omega Chapter, South Georgia State College
Beta Beta Tau Chapter, Atlanta Metropolitan State College
Chi Pi Chapter, Georgia Perimeter College
Kappa Sigma Chapter, South Georgia State College

Illinois Region:
Alpha Alpha Iota Chapter, College of Lake County
Alpha Epsilon Iota Chapter, Lincoln Land Community College
Alpha Epsilon Kappa Chapter, Oakton Community College
Alpha Lambda Iota Chapter, Malcolm X College
Alpha Lambda Phi Chapter, Joliet Junior College
Alpha Rho Pi Chapter, Parkland College
Alpha Rho Eta Chapter, Kishwaukee College
Alpha Tau Gamma Chapter, John Wood Community College
Beta Alpha Lambda Chapter, Frontier Community College
Chi Upsilon Chapter, McHenry County College
Chi Zeta Chapter, Triton College
Nu Lambda Chapter, Harry S. Truman College
Nu Sigma Chapter, Prairie State College
Omicon Eta Chapter, Rock Valley College
Phi Beta Chapter, College of DuPage
Pi Rho Chapter, Richard J. Daley College
Upsilon Pi Chapter, John A. Logan College

Greater Northwest Region:
Alpha Chi Zeta Chapter, Seattle Central College, WA
Alpha Epsilon Omicron Chapter, North Seattle College, WA
Alpha Epsilon Rho Chapter, Bellevue College, WA
Alpha Iota Pi Chapter, Flathead Valley Community College, MT
Alpha Sigma Phi Chapter, Clark College, WA
Beta Iota Chapter, Grays Harbor College, WA
Chi Gamma Chapter, Tacoma Community College, WA
Theta Iota Chapter, Centralia College, WA
Rho Zeta Chapter, Big Bend Community College, WA
Theta Upsilon Chapter, Skagit Valley College, WA
Iowa Region:
Alpha Omicron Tau Chapter, Iowa Western Community College
Alpha Theta Beta Chapter, Clinton Community College
Beta Alpha Kappa Chapter, Hawkeye Community College
Beta Zeta Epsilon Chapter, Scott Community College
Beta Zeta Mu Chapter, Western Iowa Tech Community College
Beta Zeta Phi Chapter, Muscatine Community College

Kansas/Nebraska Region:
Alpha Gamma Upsilon Chapter, Cowley College, KS
Alpha Iota Gamma Chapter, Johnson County Community College, KS
Alpha Phi Alpha Chapter, Butler Community College, KS
Alpha Zeta Gamma Chapter, Highland Community College, KS
Beta Alpha Delta Chapter, Central Community College, NE
Beta Nu Iota Chapter, Neosho County Community College, KS
Beta Omega Chapter, Independence Community College, KS
Beta Pi Beta Chapter, Metropolitan Community College, NE
Chi Sigma Chapter, Central Community College, NE
Eta Gamma Chapter, Coffeyville Community College, KS
Kappa Gamma Chapter, Hutchinson Community College, KS
Mu Delta Chapter, Kansas City Community College, KS
Omega Iota Chapter, Neosho County Community College, KS
Tau Eta Chapter, Allen County Community College, KS
Tau Theta Chapter, Labette Community College, KS

Kentucky Region:
Alpha Phi Kappa Chapter, Bluegrass Community and Technical College
Omicron Zeta Chapter, Somerset Community College

Michigan Region:
Alpha Delta Omega Chapter, Glen Oaks Community College
Alpha Nu Eta Chapter, Kellogg Community College
Alpha Omicron Kappa Chapter, Oakland Community College
Alpha Omicron Omicron Chapter, Mid Michigan Community College
Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter, Jackson College
Alpha Rho Pi Chapter, Northwestern Michigan College
Alpha Tau Alpha Chapter, Montcalm Community College
Alpha Upsilon Kappa Chapter, Grand Rapids Community College
Alpha Upsilon Zeta Chapter, Wayne County Community College
Alpha Xi Delta Chapter, Bay College
Alpha Xi Mu Chapter, Henry Ford College
Beta Lambda Kappa Chapter, Macomb Community College
Beta Xi Xi Chapter, Muskegon Community College
Lambda Mu Chapter, St. Clair County Community College
Mu Tau Chapter, Lansing Community College
Omicron Iota Chapter, Schoolcraft College

Middle States Region:
Alpha Alpha Sigma Chapter, Howard Community College, MD
Alpha Beta Kappa Chapter, Delaware Technical Community College, DE
Alpha Delta Mu Chapter, Atlantic Cape Community College, NJ
Alpha Delta Sigma Chapter, Frederick Community College, MD
Alpha Epsilon Epsilon Chapter, Delaware Technical Community College, DE
Alpha Epsilon Pi Chapter, Bergen Community College, NJ
Alpha Epsilon Pi Chapter, Rowan College at Gloucester County, NJ
Alpha Eta Chi Chapter, Passaic County Community College, NJ
Alpha Iota Eta Chapter, Community College of Allegheny County, PA
Alpha Kappa Kappa Chapter, County College of Morris, NJ
Alpha Kappa Zeta Chapter, Montgomery County Community College, PA
Alpha Mu Theta Chapter, Community College of Allegheny County, PA
Alpha Nu Omega Chapter, Harrisburg Area Community College, PA
Alpha Nu Omicron Chapter, Wor-Wic Community College, MD
Alpha Omicron Alpha Chapter, Lehigh Carbon Community College, PA
Alpha Pi Omega Chapter, Salem Community College, NJ
Alpha Pi Theta Chapter, Brookdale Community College, NJ
Alpha Psi Pi Chapter, Rowan College at Gloucester County, NJ
Alpha Rho Psi Chapter, Community College of Baltimore County, MD
Alpha Sigma Rho Chapter, Reading Area Community College, PA
Alpha Theta Gamma Chapter, Mercer County Community College, NJ

Mississippi/Louisiana Region:
Alpha Alpha Zeta Chapter, Copiah-Lincoln Community College, MS
Alpha Beta Xi Chapter, Hinds Community College, MS
Alpha Lambda Sigma Chapter, Holmes Community College, MS
Alpha Mu Beta Chapter, Holmes Community College, MS
Alpha Omicron Omega Chapter, Hinds Community College, MS
Beta Iota Zeta Chapter, East Mississippi Community College, MS
Beta Tau Gamma Chapter, Pearl River Community College, MS
Beta Tau Sigma Chapter, Itawamba Community College, MS
Beta Xi Xi Chapter, Copiah-Lincoln Community College, MS
Eta Omega Chapter, Copiah-Lincoln Community College, MS
Eta Upsilon Chapter, East Mississippi Community College, MS
Gamma Lambda Chapter, Hinds Community College, MS
Gamma Nu Chapter, Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College, MS
Iota Mu Chapter, Pearl River Community College, MS
Iota Zeta Chapter, Northeast Mississippi Community College, MS
Kappa Alpha Chapter, Holmes Community College, MS
Kappa Omicron Chapter, Meridian Community College, MS
Omicron Alpha Chapter, Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College, MS
Omicron Delta Chapter, Southwestern Mississippi Community College, MS
Pi Epsilon Chapter, Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College, MS
Rho Sigma Chapter, Jones County Junior College, MS
Theta Xi Chapter, East Central Community College, MS
Upsilon Sigma Chapter, Itawamba Community College, MS

Missouri Region:
Alpha Lambda Omega Chapter, State Fair Community College, MO
Alpha Phi Omicron Chapter, State Technical College of Missouri
Alpha Pi Sigma Chapter, Metropolitan Community College
Alpha Psi Tau Chapter, Ozarks Technical Community College
Alpha Tau Chapter, Moberly Area Community College
Beta Omicron Phi Chapter, East Central College
Beta Rho Epsilon Chapter, St. Louis Community College
Chi Delta Chapter, East Central College
Epsilon Chapter, Coffey College
Kappa Tau Chapter, Metropolitan Community College
Lambda Chapter, Mineral Area College
Pi Kappa Chapter, St. Louis Community College
Upsilon Kappa Chapter, Metropolitan Community College
Xi Epsilon Chapter, St. Louis Community College
Xi Lambda Chapter, St. Louis Community College
Xi Zeta Chapter, Jefferson College
Nevada/California Region:
Alpha Chapter, Santa Ana College, CA
Alpha Phi Chapter, Victor Valley Community College, CA
Alpha Sigma Chapter, California State University Northridge, CA
Alpha Xi Chapter, College of Southern Nevada, NV
Beta Alpha Chapter, Cerritos College, CA
Beta Beta Epsilon Chapter, Diablo Valley College, CA
Beta Iota Lambda Chapter, San Mateo College, CA
Beta Kappa Chapter, Cerro Coso Community College, CA
Beta Mu Chapter, Citrus College, CA
Beta Theta Kappa Chapter, Butte College, CA
Beta Theta Omicron Chapter, Skyline College, CA

New England Region:
Alpha A Chapter, Southern Maine Community College, ME
Alpha Iota Chapter, Norwich Community College, CT
Alpha Kappa Mu Chapter, Bunker Hill Community College, MA
Alpha Kappa Upsilon Chapter, Massachusetts Community College, MA
Alpha Lambda Zeta Chapter, Amherst Community College, CT
Alpha Psi Epsilon Chapter, Manchester Community College, CT
Alpha Upsilon Mu Chapter, Cape Cod Community College, MA
Beta Alpha Epsilon Chapter, Landmark College, VT
Beta Beta Omicron Chapter, Eastern Maine Community College, ME
Beta Gamma Xi Chapter, Middlesex Community College, CT

New Mexico Region:
Alpha Omicron Chapter, Santa Fe Community College, NM
Alpha Mu Pi Chapter, Eastern New Mexico University, NM
Beta Mu Nu Chapter, Luna Community College, NM

New York Region:
Alpha Delta Gamma Chapter, Suffolk County Community College, NY
Alpha Iota Omicron Chapter, Westchester Community College, NY
Alpha Sigma Zeta Chapter, Onondaga Community College, NY
Alpha Theta Iota Chapter, Monroe Community College, NY
Alpha Theta Phi Chapter, LaGuardia Community College, NY
Alpha Zeta Nu Chapter, Suffolk County Community College, NY
Lambda Beta Chapter, Mohawk Valley Community College, NY
Lambda Nu Chapter, Bronx Community College, NY

Ohio Region:
Alpha Epsilon Omicron, Cuyahoga Community College, OH
Alpha Mu Delta Chapter, Hocking College, OH
Alpha Mu Epsilon Chapter, Terra State Community College, OH
Alpha Nu Lambda Chapter, Clark State Community College, OH
Alpha Phi Chapter, Lakeland Community College, OH
Alpha Ro Epsilon Chapter, Columbus State Community College, OH
Alpha Ro Gamma Chapter, Washington State Community College, OH
Alpha Zeta Delta Chapter, Cuyahoga Community College, OH
Beta Alpha Epsilon Chapter, Stark State College, OH
Chi Omega Chapter, Cuyahoga Community College, OH
Phi Pi Chapter, Lorain County Community College, OH

Oklahoma/Arkansas Region:
Alpha Beta Chapter, National Park College, AR
Alpha Beta Upsilon Chapter, Redlands Community College, OK
Alpha Delta Lambda Chapter, Carl Albert State College, OK
Alpha Eta Alpha Chapter, Rose State College, OK
Alpha Pi Nu Chapter, Oklahoma State University, OK
Alpha Theta Alpha Chapter, Oklahoma City Community College, OK
Beta Alpha Chapter, Oklahoma State University Institute of Technology, OK
Beta Delta Chapter, North Arkansas College, AR
Beta Iota Epsilon Chapter, Arkansas State University, AR
Mu Chapter, Northeastern Oklahoma A & M College, OK

Pacific Region:
Alpha Kappa Iota Chapter, Honolulu Community College, HI
Alpha Kappa Psi Chapter, Kapiolani Community College, HI

Rocky Mountain-Cascade Region:
Alpha Sigma Xi Chapter, Columbia Gorge Community College, OR
Beta Beta Lambda Chapter, Portland Community College, OR
Beta Pi Rho Chapter, Portland Community College, OR
Beta Sigma Pi Chapter, College of Western Idaho, ID
Rho Theta Chapter, Mt. Hood Community College, OR

Tennessee Region:
Alpha Alpha Chapter, Walters State Community College, TN
Alpha Alpha Chapter, Dyersburg State Community College, TN
Alpha Iota Chapter, Northeast State Community College, TN
Alpha Xi Chapter, Motlow State Community College, TN
Beta Alpha Chi Chapter, Roane State Community College, TN
Beta Kappa Theta Chapter, Columbia State Community College, TN

Texas Region:
Alpha Alpha Omega Chapter, San Jacinto College, TX
Alpha Alpha Rho Chapter, Lone Star College-North Harris, TX
Alpha Alpha Xi Chapter, Richland College, TX
Alpha Delta Delta Chapter, Tarrant County College, TX
Alpha Gamma Pi Chapter, Austin Community College, TX
Alpha Gamma Zeta Chapter, Tarrant County College, TX
Alpha Lambda Xi Chapter, Lone Star College-Kingwood, TX
Alpha Mu Chi Chapter, Northeast Texas Community College, TX
Alpha Mu Tau Chapter, Collin College, TX
Alpha Omicron Chapter, Tyler Junior College, TX
Alpha Ro Mu Chapter, Lone Star College-Tomball, TX
Alpha Zeta Eta Chapter, North Lake College, TX
Alpha Zeta Omicron Chapter, Cedar Valley College, TX
Beta Delta Iota Chapter, Lone Star College-Montgomery, TX
Beta Delta Omicron Chapter, Tarrant County College, TX
Beta Epsilon Mu Chapter, South Texas College, TX
Beta Eta Chapter, Amarillo College, TX
Beta Lambda Mu Chapter, Lone Star College-CyFair, TX
Beta Nu Chapter, San Antonio College, TX
Beta Upsilon Nu Chapter, Lone Star College-University Park, TX
Beta Zeta Chapter, Paris Junior College, TX
Eta Beta Chapter, Southwest Texas Junior College, TX
Eta Tau Chapter, Odessa College, TX
Gamma Omicron Chapter, Kilgore College, TX
Gamma Sigma Chapter, Del Mar College, TX
Iota Lambda Chapter, Trinity Valley Community College, TX
Omicron Alpha Chapter, Mountain View College, TX
Omicron Pi Chapter, Houston Community College, TX
Omicron Psi Chapter, Grayson College, TX
Phi Chapter, Weatherford College, TX
Phi Tau Chapter, Tarrant County College, TX
Pi Chi Chapter, McLennan Community College, TX
Psi Eta Chapter, Eastfield College, TX
Psi Kappa Chapter, St. Philip’s College, TX
Psi Pi Chapter, Brazosport College, TX
Psi Zeta Chapter, Western Texas College, TX
Rho Chi Chapter, Tarrant County College, TX
Sigma Delta Chapter, College of the Mainland, TX
Theta Theta Chapter, Laredo Community College, TX
Upsilon Rho Chapter, Angelina College, TX
Zeta Sigma Chapter, Texarkana College, TX

Virginia/West Virginia Region:
Alpha Beta Rho Chapter, Northern Virginia Community College, VA
Alpha Pi Chi Chapter, Eastern Shore Community College, VA
Alpha Xi Xi Chapter, Blue Ridge Community College, VA
Alpha Zeta Lambda Chapter, Tidewater Community College, VA
Omega Eta Chapter, New River Community College, VA
Pi Upsilon Chapter, Tidewater Community College, VA
Upsilon Phi Chapter, Danville Community College, VA
Wisconsin Region:
- Beta Beta Psi Chapter, Madison Area Technical College
- Beta Epsilon Omicron Chapter, Fox Valley Technical College
- Beta Lambda Sigma Chapter, Lakeshore Technical College
- Beta Nu Chi Chapter, Western Technical College
- Beta Nu Theta Chapter, Northeast Wisconsin Technical College
- Beta Rho Zeta Chapter, Northcentral Technical College

FOUR STAR LEVEL

Alabama Region:
- Alpha Beta Eta Chapter, Lurleen B. Wallace Community College
- Alpha Eta Lambda Chapter, Jefferson Davis Community College
- Alpha Sigma Beta Chapter, Northwest Shoals Community College

Arizona Region:
- Alpha Alpha Epsilon Chapter, Gateway Community College
- Alpha Eta Delta Chapter, South Mountain Community College
- Alpha Omicron Chi Chapter, Paradise Valley Community College
- Alpha Sigma Nu Chapter, Chandler-Gilbert Community College
- Alpha Gamma Chi Chapter, Coconino Community College
- Psi Gamma Chapter, Scottsdale Community College

Carolinas Region:
- Alpha Pi Alpha Chapter, Guilford Technical Community College, NC
- Beta Alpha Zeta Chapter, Wake Technical Community College, NC
- Beta Nu Upsilon Chapter, Pitt Community College, NC
- Beta Zeta Theta Chapter, Johnston Community College, NC
- Tau Beta Chapter, Davidson County Community College, NC

Colorado/Wyoming Region:
- Alpha Mu Mu Chapter, Community College of Denver, CO
- Alpha Omega Zeta Chapter, Laramie County Community College, WY
- Beta Eta Gamma Chapter, Lamar Community College, CO
- Beta Kappa Lambda Chapter, Aims Community College, CO

Florida Region:
- Alpha Delta Iota Chapter, Palm Beach State College
- Alpha Delta Rho Chapter, Broward College
- Alpha Gamma Kappa Chapter, Miami Dade College
- Alpha Gamma Sigma Chapter, Palm Beach State College
- Alpha Mu Upsilon Chapter, State College of Florida, Manatee-Sarasota
- Alpha Zeta Tau Chapter, St. Petersburg College
- Beta Alpha Theta Chapter, Eastern Florida State College
- Eta Nu Chapter, St. Petersburg College
- Omicron Epsilon Chapter, Florida SouthWestern State College
- Phi Chi Chapter, Hillsborough Community College
- Theta Chi Chapter, Pensacola State College

Georgia Region:
- Alpha Chi Delta Chapter, Augusta Technical College
- Beta Sigma Sigma Chapter, Georgia Military College

Greater Northwest Region:
- Alpha Xi Nu Chapter, Whatcom Community College, WA

Illinois Region:
- Alpha Delta Eta Chapter, Kankakee Community College
- Alpha Iota Epsilon Chapter, Lincoln Trail College
- Alpha Iota Lambda Chapter, Moraine Valley Community College
- Beta Iota Iota Chapter, Southwestern Illinois College
- Chi Kappa Chapter, Carl Sandburg College
- Lambda Rho Chapter, Kennedy-King College
- Theta Epsilon Chapter, Southwestern Illinois College
- Upsilon Mu Chapter, Illinois Central College

Indiana Region:
- Alpha Tau Omicron Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
- Alpha Upsilon Omega Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
- Alpha Upsilon Tau Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana

Iowa Region:
- Alpha Eta Rho Chapter, Kirkwood Community College
- Alpha Eta Alpha Chapter, Southeastern Community College
- Beta Theta Xi Chapter, Des Moines Area Community College

Kansas/Nebraska Region:
- Eta Omicron Chapter, McCook Community College, NE
- Tau Chi Chapter, Northeast Community College, NE

Kentucky Region:
- Alpha Lambda Delta Chapter, Elizabethtown Community and Technical College
- Alpha Nu Zeta Chapter, Big Sandy Community and Technical College
- Alpha Xi Gamma Chapter, Owensboro Community and Technical College

Michigan Region:
- Alpha Omicron Rho Chapter, Oakland Community College
- Alpha Rho Nu Chapter, Kalamazoo Valley Community College

Middle States Region:
- Alpha Epsilon Zeta Chapter, Delaware Technical Community College, DE
- Alpha Tau Epsilon Chapter, Delaware County Community College, PA
- Alpha Theta Theta Chapter, Essex County College, NJ
- Omicron Pi Chapter, Allegany College of Maryland, MD
- Rho Phi Chapter, Butler County Community College, PA

Minn-Kota Region:
- Beta Nu Kappa Chapter, Northland Community and Technical College, MN
- Zeta Eta Chapter, Riverland Community College, MN

Mississippi/Louisiana Region:
- Alpha Zeta Omega Chapter, Hinds Community College, MS
- Omega Nu Chapter, Delgado Community College, LA

Missouri Region:
- Alpha Xi Chapter, St. Charles Community College

Nebraska/Columbia Region:
- Alpha Nu Xi Chapter, College of the Canyons, CA
- Alpha Omega Mu Chapter, Irvine Valley College, CA
- Alpha Pi Epsilon Chapter, Southwestern College, CA
- Alpha Pi Gamma Chapter, Truckee Meadows Community College, NV
- Beta Iota Kappa Chapter, San Diego City College, CA
- Beta Nu Upsilon Chapter, East Los Angeles College, CA

New England Region:
- Alpha Zeta Theta Chapter, Quinsigamond Community College, MA
- Pi Omicron Chapter, Community College of Rhode Island, RI

New Mexico Region:
- Beta Pi Sigma Chapter, Eastern New Mexico University
- Psi Theta Chapter, New Mexico Junior College

New York Region:
- Alpha Iota Upsilon Chapter, Genesee Community College
- Alpha Kappa Chapter, Borough of Manhattan Community College
- Xi Kappa Chapter, Kingsborough Community College

Ohio Region:
- Alpha Omicron Nu Chapter, Eastern Gateway Community College
- Beta Theta Eta Chapter, North Central State College
- Nu Pi Chapter, Sinclair Community College
Oklahoma/Arkansas Region:
Alpha Zeta Alpha Chapter, Tulsa Community College, OK
Beta Beta Omega Chapter, Cossatot Community College of the University of Arkansas, AR
Theta Pi Chapter, Eastern Oklahoma State College, OK

Pacific Region:
Alpha Lambda Theta Chapter, Windward Community College, HI

Rocky Mountain-Cascade Region:
Alpha Chi Eta Chapter, Salt Lake Community College, UT
Alpha Eta Iota Chapter, Portland Community College, OR
Alpha Kappa Omicron Chapter, Chemeketa Community College, OR
Alpha Sigma Theta Chapter, Utah Valley University, UT
Beta Delta Zeta Chapter, Blue Mountain Community College, OR
Beta Epsilon Gamma Chapter, Portland Community College, OR

Tennessee Region:
Omega Omicron Chapter, Cleveland State Community College

Texas Region:
Alpha Delta Pi Chapter, Brookhaven College
Alpha Lambda Rho Chapter, Lamar State College
Alpha Omega Iota Chapter, Southwest Texas Junior College
Alpha Phi Lambda Chapter, Blinn College
Omega Gamma Chapter, El Paso Community College
Psi Iota Chapter, North Central Texas College
Sigma Tau Chapter, El Centro College
Zeta Nu Chapter, Lee College

Virginia/West Virginia Region:
Alpha Beta Omega Chapter, Lord Fairfax Community College, VA
Alpha Epsilon Tau Chapter, Piedmont Virginia Community College, VA
Phi Delta Chapter, Virginia Western Community College, VA
Phi Sigma Chapter, Thomas Nelson Community College, VA
Upsilon Upsilon Chapter, Southwest Virginia Community College, VA

THREE STAR LEVEL

Arizona Region:
Alpha Beta Zeta Chapter, Cochise College
Alpha Chi Omega Chapter, Mohave Community College

Carolinias Region:
Alpha Sigma Chi Chapter, Vance-Granville Community College, NC
Beta Epsilon Chi Chapter, James Sprunt Community College, NC
Beta Eta Delta Chapter, Catawba Valley Community College, NC
Omicron Mu Chapter, Southeastern Community College, NC

Colorado/Wyoming Region:
Phi Epsilon Chapter, Northwest College, WY

Florida Region:
Alpha Upsilon Nu Chapter, Florida SouthWestern State College
Beta Beta Omega Chapter, Pensacola State College
Beta Omicron Sigma Chapter, H. Laviy Stout Community College, BVI
Beta Sigma Alpha Chapter, Hillsborough Community College
Beta Theta Omega Chapter, St. Petersburg College
Kappa Eta Chapter, Gulf Coast State College
Nu Zeta Chapter, State College of Florida, Manatee-Sarasota
Rho Eta Chapter, Lake-Sumter State College

Greater Northwest Region:
Alpha Kappa Eta Chapter, Wenatchee Valley College, WA
Beta Omicron Gamma Chapter, Clover Park Technical College, WA
Kappa Kappa Chapter, Everett Community College, WA

Illinois Region:
Alpha Lambda Epsilon Chapter, Shawnee Community College
Alpha Omega Xi Chapter, Heartland Community College
Theta Omega Chapter, Wilbur Wright College

Indiana Region:
Alpha Phi Theta Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Beta Beta Beta Chapter, Ancilla College
Beta Zeta Rho Chapter, Vincennes University

Iowa Region:
Beta Epsilon Phi Chapter, Northeast Iowa Community College
Beta Lambda Tau Chapter, Kirkwood Community College

Kansas/Nebraska Region:
Alpha Beta Theta Chapter, North Platte Community College, NE
Alpha Tau Tau Chapter, Central Community College, NE
Beta Eta Xi Chapter, Cloud County Community College, KS

Kentucky Region:
Alpha Upsilon Sigma Chapter, Jefferson Community and Technical College
Iota Eta Chapter, West Kentucky Community and Technical College

Michigan Region:
Alpha Omicron Gamma Chapter, Kirtland Community College
Beta Gamma Alpha Chapter, Washtenaw Community College
Xi Delta Chapter, Delta College

Middle States Region:
Alpha Kappa Delta Chapter, Venango College of Clarion University, PA
Alpha Nu Mu Chapter, Camden County College, NJ
Alpha Sigma Pi Chapter, Chesapeake College, MD
Alpha Upsilon Rho Chapter, Warren County Community College, NJ
Alpha Zeta Kappa Chapter, Delware Technical Community College, DE
Upsilon Gamma Chapter, Middlesex County College, NJ

Minn-Kota Region:
Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter, Ridgewater College, MN

Mississippi/Louisiana Region:
Beta Xi Omega Chapter, South Louisiana Community College, LA
Zeta Zeta Chapter, Mississippi Delta Community College, MS

Missouri Region:
Sigma Rho Chapter, Three Rivers Community College
Upsilon Xi Chapter, Metropolitan Community College

Nevada/California Region:
Alpha Omega Alpha Chapter, Mt. San Antonio College, CA
Beta Delta Omega Chapter, Mt. San Jacinto College, CA
Beta Eta Psi Chapter, Sacramento City College, CA
Beta Kappa Delta Chapter, San Antonio College, CA
Beta Kappa Tau Chapter, Fullerton College, CA
Beta Mu Alpha Chapter, Orange Coast College, CA
Beta Pi Iota Chapter, Diablo Valley College, CA
Beta Tau Alpha Chapter, Long Beach City College, CA
Beta Theta Lambda Chapter, Merritt College, CA
Beta Zeta Nu Chapter, Cañada College, CA

New England Region:
Alpha Phi Epsilon Chapter, Northern Maine Community College, ME
Alpha Phi Xi Chapter, Central Maine Community College, ME
Chi Rho Chapter, Housatonic Community College, CT
Xi Alpha Chapter, Berkshire Community College, MA
### FIVE STAR CHAPTER PLAN

#### New Mexico Region:
- Alpha Tau Nu Chapter, Clovis Community College
- Beta Zeta Zeta Chapter, University of New Mexico

#### New York Region:
- Alpha Alpha Upsilon Chapter, Fulton-Montgomery Community College
- Alpha Gamma Nu Chapter, Tompkins Cortland Community College
- Alpha Xi Sigma Chapter, Hudson Valley Community College
- Beta Theta Sigma Chapter, Fashion Institute of Technology
- Mu Eta Chapter, Broome Community College

#### Oklahoma/Arkansas Region:
- Alpha Mu Iota Chapter, Tulsa Community College, OK
- Beta Delta Phi Chapter, Black River Technical College, AR
- Sigma Kappa Chapter, Phillips Community College of the University of Arkansas, AR

#### Pacific Region:
- Beta Beta Xi Chapter, Guam Community College, Guam
- Psi Sigma Chapter, University of Hawaii Maui College, HI

#### Rocky Mountain-Cascade Region:
- Alpha Tau Upsilon Chapter, Linn-Benton Community College, OR
- Beta Upsilon Omega Chapter, Chemeketa Community College, OR
- Omicron Phi Chapter, Treasure Valley Community College, OR

#### Tennessee Region:
- Alpha Theta Xi Chapter, Pellissippi State Community College

#### Texas Region:
- Beta Alpha Chapter, Blinn College
- Beta Lambda Gamma Chapter, Southwest Texas Junior College
- Beta Sigma Delta Chapter, Northeast Lakeview College
- Beta Sigma Mu Chapter, Tarrant County College
- Mu Omicron Chapter, San Jacinto College
- Mu Upsilon Chapter, Alvin Community College
- Zeta Gamma Chapter, Victoria College

#### Virginia/West Virginia Region:
- Alpha Tau Lambda Chapter, BridgeValley Community and Technical College, WV
- Alpha Zeta Rho Chapter, Northern Virginia Community College, VA
- Beta Zeta Upsilon Chapter, Tidewater Community College, VA
- Omega Zeta Chapter, Paul D. Camp Community College, VA
- Sigma Omega Chapter, West Virginia University at Parkersburg, WV

#### Wisconsin Region:
- Alpha Nu Iota Chapter, Nicolet Area Technical College

#### TWO STAR LEVEL

#### Alabama Region:
- Beta Upsilon Xi Chapter, J. F. Drake State Technical College

#### Arizona Region:
- Alpha Chi Psi Chapter, Mohave Community College

#### Carolinas Region:
- Alpha Nu Tau Chapter, Wilson Community College, NC
- Beta Delta Mu Chapter, Robeson Community College, NC
- Beta Eta Pi Chapter, Central Carolina Technical College, SC
- Beta Rho Gamma Chapter, ECPI University, SC

#### Colorado/Wyoming Region:
- Alpha Tau Kappa Chapter, Front Range Community College, CO
- Beta Epsilon Tau Chapter, Colorado Northwestern Community College, CO

#### Florida Region:
- Beta Mu Epsilon Chapter, Keiser University
- Beta Phi Epsilon Chapter, Pasco-Hernando State College
- Chi Tau Chapter, St. Johns River State College

#### Georgia Region:
- Alpha Omicron Epsilon Chapter, Georgia Military College
- Beta Iota Beta Chapter, East Georgia State College
- Omega Delta Chapter, Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College

#### Greater Northwest Region:
- Beta Gamma Eta Chapter, Olympic College, WA
- Beta Iota Tau Chapter, Lake Washington Institute of Technology, WA
- Beta Upsilon Omicron Chapter, Bates Technical College, WA
- Eta Rho Chapter, Wenatchee Valley College, WA

#### Illinois Region:
- Mu Psi Chapter, Southeastern Illinois College
- Theta Omicron Chapter, Western Illinois University

#### Iowa Region:
- Beta Eta Nu Chapter, Southwestern Community College

#### Kansas/Nebraska Region:
- Alpha Xi Upsilon Chapter, Garden City Community College, KS
- Upsilon Tau Chapter, Cloud County Community College, KS

#### Kentucky Region:
- Beta Pi Chi Chapter, Sullivan University

#### Michigan Region:
- Alpha Omicron Psi Chapter, Oakland Community College

#### Middle States Region:
- Alpha Omicron Epsilon Chapter, Garrett College, MD
- Omicron Theta Chapter, Anne Arundel Community College, MD
- Sigma Omicron Chapter, Community College of Allegheny County, PA

#### Minn-Kota Region:
- Alpha Upsilon Lambda Chapter, Lake Superior College, MN

#### Nevada/California Region:
- Alpha Chi Mu Chapter, Porterville College, CA
- Alpha Psi Zeta Chapter, Feather River College, CA

#### New England Region:
- Alpha Iota Mu Chapter, Roxbury Community College, MA
- Alpha Upsilon Omicron Chapter, NH - Concord’s Community College, NH
- Alpha Xi Theta Chapter, Gateway Community College, CT
- Beta Lambda Rho Chapter, York County Community College, ME

#### New Mexico Region:
- Alpha Iota Sigma Chapter, South Arkansas Community College, AR
- Beta Kappa Psi Chapter, Northwest Arkansas Community College, AR
- Mu Chi Chapter, Connors State College, OK
Pacific Region:
Alpha Lambda Gamma Chapter, Leeward Community College, HI
Alpha Psi Epsilon Chapter, Hawaii Community College, HI

Tennessee Region:
Chi Omicron Chapter, Jackson State Community College

Texas Region:
Alpha Nu Gamma Chapter, Lamar State College
Omega Kappa Chapter, Vernon College
Zeta Xi Chapter, Wharton County Junior College

Virginia/West Virginia Region:
Alpha Beta Omicron Chapter, Richard Bland College, VA

Wisconsin Region:
Alpha Sigma Lambda Chapter, University of Wisconsin
Alpha Xi Iota Chapter, Gateway Technical College

ONE STAR LEVEL

Alaska Region:
Alpha Omega Upsilon Chapter, Bevill State Community College
Alpha Theta Rho Chapter, Chattahoochee Valley Community College
Beta Upsilon Tau Chapter, Central Alabama Community College
Iota Iota Chapter, Southern Union State Community College
Omicron Mu Chapter, Bevill State Community College
Omicron Kappa Chapter, Marion Military Institute
Omicron Upsilon Chapter, Central Alabama Community College

Arizona Region:
Alpha Chi Chi Chapter, Mohave Community College
Alpha Gamma Mu Chapter, Northland Pioneer College
Alpha Mu Zeta Chapter, Cochise College
BetaEta Tau Chapter, Mohave Community College
Lambda Omicron Chapter, Eastern Arizona College
Sigma Beta Chapter, Arizona Western College

Carolinian Region:
Alpha Alpha Kappa Chapter, Orangeburg-Calhoun Technical College, SC
Alpha Chi Omega Chapter, Martin Community College, NC
Alpha Chi Pi Chapter, Florence-Darlington Technical College, SC
Alpha Eta Nu Chapter, Southwestern Community College, NC
Alpha Eta Phi Chapter, Halifax Community College, NC
Alpha Eta Xi Chapter, Tri-City Community College, NC
Alpha Gamma Mu Chapter, Western Piedmont Community College, NC
Alpha Kappa Omega Chapter, Wilkes Community College, NC
Alpha Kappa Pi Chapter, Rockingham Community College, NC
Alpha Kappa Theta Chapter, Northeastern Technical College, SC
Alpha Lambda Beta Chapter, Technical College of the Lowcountry, SC
Alpha Lambda Mu Chapter, Haywood Community College, NC
Alpha Mu Rho Chapter, Forsyth Technical Community College, NC
Alpha Omega Psi Chapter, South Piedmont Community College, NC
Alpha Psi Upsilon Chapter, Stanly Community College, NC
Alpha Rho Upsilon Chapter, Blue Ridge Community College, NC
Alpha Sigma Gamma Chapter, Williamsburg Technical College, SC
Alpha Xi Lambda Chapter, Aiken Technical College, SC
Alpha Xi Omicron Chapter, Pamlico Community College, NC
Alpha Zeta Beta Chapter, Tri-County Technical College, SC
Beta Delta Chi Chapter, Cabarrus College of Health Sciences, NC
Beta Delta Pi Chapter, Catteret Community College, NC
Beta Eta Lambda Chapter, Brunswick Community College, NC
Beta Iota Pi Chapter, Cleveland Community College, NC
Beta Kappa Zeta Chapter, ECPI University, SC
Beta Nu Sigma Chapter, Richmond Community College, NC
Beta Omicron Epsilon Chapter, ECPI University, SC
Beta Pi Zeta Chapter, ECPI University, NC
Beta Kappa Zeta Chapter, ECPI University, NC
Beta Kappa Zeta Chapter, Bladen Community College, NC
Beta Kappa Zeta Chapter, Spartanburg Community College, SC
Beta Kappa Zeta Chapter, Sampson Community College, NC
Beta Xi Epsilon Chapter, ECPI University, NC
Beta Xi Omicron Chapter, Montgomery Community College, NC
Beta Zeta Lambda Chapter, McDowell Technical Community College, NC
Beta Zeta Sigma Chapter, Carolinas College of Health Sciences, NC
Delta Iota Chapter, Spartanburg Methodist College, SC
Gamma Upsilon Chapter, Louisburg College, NC
Nu Nu Chapter, College of the Albemarle, NC
Omega Chi Chapter, Piedmont Technical College, SC
Omicron Rho Chapter, Lenior Community College, NC
Phi Lambda Chapter, Central Piedmont Community College, NC
Sigma Chi Chapter, Isothermal Community College, NC
Upsilon Chi Chapter, Wayne Community College, NC

Colorado/Wyoming Region:
Alpha Lambda Chi Chapter, Central Wyoming College, WY
Alpha Mu Psi Chapter, Front Range Community College, CO
Alpha Omicron Lambda Chapter, Eastern Wyoming College, WY
Alpha Omicron Zeta Chapter, Morgan Community College, CO
Alpha Phi Chapter, Colorado Northwestern Community College, CO
Alpha Pi Chapter, Community College of Aurora, CO
Alpha Rho Kappa Chapter, Colorado Mountain College, CO
Beta Iota Delta Chapter, Colorado Mountain College, CO
Beta Iota Sigma Chapter, Front Range Community College, CO
Beta Kappa Mu Chapter, Trinidad State Junior College, CO
Beta Omicron Pi Chapter, Colorado Mountain College, CO
Beta Upsilon Epsilon Chapter, Colorado Mountain College, CO
Gamma Xi Chapter, Trinidad State Junior College, CO
Iota Theta Chapter, Sheridan College, WY
Psi Rho Chapter, Colorado Mountain College, CO
Zeta Theta Chapter, Northeastern Junior College, CO

Florida Region:
Alpha Kappa Mu Chapter, Eastern Florida State College
Alpha Delta Epsilon Chapter, Pasco-Hernando State College
Alpha Epsilon Lambda Chapter, St. Johns River State College
Alpha Omega Beta Chapter, St. Petersburg College
Alpha Tau Eta Chapter, Florida SouthWestern State College
Alpha Xi Eta Chapter, St. Johns River State College
Alpha Zeta Phi Chapter, Santa Fe College
Beta Alpha Iota Chapter, Miami Dade College
Beta Omicron Iota Chapter, Keiser University
Beta Omicron Kappa Chapter, Keiser University
Beta Omicron Nu Chapter, Keiser University
Beta Omicron Theta Chapter, Keiser University
Beta Tau Eta Chapter, Florida SouthWestern State College
Beta Tau Pi Chapter, Florida SouthWestern State College
Beta Tau Zeta Chapter, Pasco-Hernando State College
Beta Theta Alpha Chapter, Keiser University
Beta Upsilon Zeta Chapter, Valencia College
Beta Xi Chapter, Keiser University
Beta Xi Chapter, Keiser University
Beta Xi Theta Chapter, Keiser University
Beta Xi Upsilon Chapter, Keiser University
Beta Xi Zeta Chapter, Eastern Florida State College
Mu Mu Chapter, Broward College
Mu Xi Chapter, North Florida Community College
Nu Chi Chapter, Chipola College
Pi Gamma Chapter, Florida College
Rho Epsilon Chapter, Florida Keys Community College
Sigma Mu Chapter, Northwest Florida State College
Tau Epsilon Chapter, South Florida State College
Tau Zeta Chapter, St. Petersburg College
Xi Phi Chapter, Florida Gateway College

2016 Phi Theta Kappa Awards
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Beta Rho Sigma Chapter, ECPI University, NC
Beta Rho Theta Chapter, Bladen Community College, NC
Beta Sigma Psi Chapter, Spartanburg Community College, SC
Beta Theta Zeta Chapter, Sampson Community College, NC
Beta Xi Epsilon Chapter, ECPI University, NC
Beta Xi Omicron Chapter, Montgomery Community College, NC
Beta Zeta Lambda Chapter, McDowell Technical Community College, NC
Beta Zeta Sigma Chapter, Carolinas College of Health Sciences, NC
Delta Iota Chapter, Spartanburg Methodist College, SC
Gamma Upsilon Chapter, Louisburg College, NC
Nu Nu Chapter, College of the Albemarle, NC
Nu Tau Chapter, Mitchell Community College, NC
Omega Chi Chapter, Piedmont Technical College, SC
Omicron Rho Chapter, Lenior Community College, NC
Phi Lambda Chapter, Central Piedmont Community College, NC
Sigma Chi Chapter, Isothermal Community College, NC
Upsilon Chi Chapter, Wayne Community College, NC
Georgia Region:
Alpha Gamma Epsilon Chapter, Bainbridge College
Alpha Tau Zeta Chapter, Athens Technical College
Alpha Zeta Mu Chapter, Georgia Perimeter College
Beta Delta Beta Chapter, Georgia Piedmont Technical College
Beta Epsilon Alpha Chapter, Georgia Military College
Beta Eta Kappa Chapter, Georgia Perimeter College
Beta Lambda Omicron Chapter, Georgia Military College
Beta Rho Rho Chapter, Gwinnett Technical College
Beta Theta Phi Chapter, West Georgia Technical College
Beta Xi Tau Chapter, Savannah Technical College
Beta Zeta Alpha Chapter, Georgia Military College
Chi Xi Chapter, Darton State College
Rho Mu Chapter, University of North Georgia
Theta Lambda Chapter, Andrew College

Greater Northwest Region:
Alpha Alpha Lambda Chapter, Edmonds Community College, WA
Alpha Chi Beta Chapter, Green River College, WA
Alpha Chi Phi Chapter, South Seattle College, WA
Alpha Chi Xi Chapter, Columbia Basin College, WA
Alpha Nu Phi Chapter, Walla Walla Community College, WA
Alpha Omega Epsilon Chapter, Lethbridge College, Canada
Alpha Omega Omicron Chapter, Kenai Peninsula College, AK
Alpha Omega Phi Chapter, Yakima Valley Community College, WA
Alpha Omicron Sigma Chapter, Skagit Valley College, WA
Alpha Psi Delta Chapter, Pierce College, WA
Alpha Tau Delta Chapter, Medicine Hat College, Canada
Alpha Xi Epsilon Chapter, Dawson Community College, MT
Beta Delta Nu Chapter, Peninsula College, WA
Beta Epsilon Iota Chapter, Spokane Community College, WA
Beta Epsilon Zeta Chapter, Community Colleges of Spokane, WA
Beta Eta Omicron Chapter, Great Falls College Montana State University, MT
Beta Gamma Kappa Chapter, Spokane Falls Community College, WA
Beta Lambda Beta Chapter, Bellingham Technical College, WA
Beta Lambda Lambda Chapter, Cascadia College, WA
Beta Nu Alpha Chapter, Aarnii Hakola College, MT
Beta Omicron Omega Chapter, Helena College University of Montana, MT
Beta Phi Delta Chapter, Renton Technical College, WA
Beta Sigma Epsilon Chapter, University of Alaska Anchorage, AK
Beta Sigma Tau Chapter, SAIT Polytechnic, Canada
Beta Tau Delta Chapter, University of Alaska Anchorage, AK
Beta Theta Gamma Chapter, Miles Community College, MT
Beta Theta Theta Chapter, Flathead Valley Community College, MT
Delta Kappa Chapter, North Idaho College, ID
Gamma Tau Chapter, Lower Columbia College, WA
Omega Theta Chapter, Pierce College, WA
Pi Sigma Chapter, Highline College, WA

Illinois Region:
Alpha Alpha Omicron Chapter, Richland Community College
Alpha Kappa Rho Chapter, Southwestern Illinois College
Alpha Phi Beta Chapter, Black Hawk College
Alpha Theta Eta Chapter, Olney Central College
Alpha Theta Psi Chapter, Lake Land College
Beta Alpha Gamma Chapter, Sauk Valley Community College
Beta Zeta Beta Chapter, Trinity College of Nursing and Health Sciences
Eta Kappa Chapter, Black Hawk College
Eta Psi Chapter, Lewis and Clark Community College
Iota Chi Chapter, Lincoln College
Iota Omicron Chapter, Kaskaskia College
Mu Pi Chapter, Harold Washington College
Nu Delta Chapter, Spoon River College
Nu Mu Chapter, Highland Community College
Phi Chi Chapter, Harper College
Pi Omega Chapter, Danville Area Community College
Psi Pi Chapter, South Suburban College of Cook County
Rho Kappa Chapter, Elgin Community College
Rho Omega Chapter, Illinois Valley Community College
Rho Psi Chapter, Wabash Valley Community College
Rho Xi Chapter, Rend Lake College

Indiana Region:
Alpha Omega Delta Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Alpha Phi Omega Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Alpha Pi Lambda Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Alpha Tau Xi Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Alpha Omega Lambda Chapter, University of Indianapolis
Beta Alpha Alpha Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Beta Gamma Tau Chapter, Ivy Tech Community College of Indiana
Zeta Psi Chapter, Vincennes University

Iowa Region:
Alpha Iota Lambda Chapter, Ellsworth Community College
Alpha Iota Nu Chapter, Marshalltown Community College
Alpha Psi Beta Chapter, North Iowa Area Community College
Beta Beta Mu Chapter, Iowa Western Community College
Beta Delta Psi Chapter, Des Moines Area Community College
Beta Epsilon Eta Chapter, Des Moines Area Community College
Beta Epsilon Pi Chapter, Northeast Iowa Community College
Beta Gamma Rho Chapter, Des Moines Area Community College
Beta Lambda Pi Chapter, Northwest Iowa Community College
Beta Mu Phi Chapter, Indian Hills Community College
Beta Mu Tau Chapter, Des Moines Area Community College
Beta Sigma Chi Chapter, Iowa Valley Community College
Tau Phi Chapter, Des Moines Area Community College

Kansas/Nebraska Region:
Alpha Iota Tau Chapter, Nebraska College of Technical Agriculture, NE
Alpha Mu Omicron Chapter, Washburn University, KS
Alpha Omega Theta Chapter, Donnelly College, KS
Alpha Pi Lambda Chapter, Southeast Community College, NE
Alpha Psi Theta Chapter, Allen County Community College, KS
Alpha Rho Omicron Chapter, Western Nebraska Community College, NE
Alpha Theta Omega Chapter, Fort Scott Community College, KS
Beta Kappa Omicron Chapter, Brown Mackie College, KS
Beta Nu Mu Chapter, Brown Mackie College, KS
Beta Nu Omega Chapter, Highland Community College, KS
Beta Nu Rho Chapter, Barton County Community College, KS
Beta Phi Eta Chapter, Barton County Community College, KS
Beta Rho Lambda Chapter, Fort Scott Community College, KS
Beta Upsilon Kappa Chapter, Manhattan Area Technical College, KS
Eta Alpha Chapter, Southeast Community College, NE
Kappa Pi Chapter, Dodge City Community College, KS
Lambda Pi Chapter, Western Nebraska Community College, NE
Phi Psi Chapter, Barton County Community College, KS
Phi Zeta Chapter, Pratt Community College, KS
Rho Iota Chapter, Colby Community College, KS

Kentucky Region:
Alpha Alpha Epsilon Chapter, Hazard Community and Technical College
Alpha Delta Theta Chapter, Hopkinsville Community College
Alpha Delta Theta Chapter, Jefferson Community and Technical College
Alpha Eta Omicron Chapter, Hazard Community and Technical College
Alpha Omega Gamma Chapter, Ashland Community and Technical College
Beta Alpha Rho Chapter, Maysville Community and Technical College
Beta Pi Tau Chapter, Gateway Community and Technical College
Beta Tau Beta Chapter, Jefferson Community and Technical College
Beta Upsilon Alpha Chapter, Southcentral Kentucky Community and Technical College
Chi Eta Chapter, Madisonville Community College
Phi Kappa Chapter, Henderson Community College
Xi Sigma Chapter, Southeast Community College
New England Region:
Alpha Chi Epsilon Chapter, Lakes Region Community College, NH
Alpha Chi Kappa Chapter, Nashua Community College, NH
Alpha Delta Chi Chapter, River Valley Community College, NH
Alpha Delta Omicron Chapter, Middlesex Community College, MA
Alpha Iota Alpha Chapter, Tufts University, MA
Alpha Kappa Chi Chapter, White Mountains Community College, NH
Alpha Lambda Kappa Chapter, North Shore Community College, MA
Alpha Mu Gamma Chapter, Three Rivers Community College, CT
Alpha Nu Epsilon Chapter, Northwestern Connecticut Community College, CT
Alpha Nu Upsilon Chapter, Mount Washington College, NH
Alpha Phi Mu Chapter, Southern New Hampshire University, NH
Alpha Pi Psi Chapter, Quincy College, MA
Alpha Pi Rho Chapter, Manchester Community College, NH
Alpha Psi Sigma Chapter, Springfield Technical Community College, MA
Alpha Sigma Omicron Chapter, Greenfield Community College, MA
Alpha Theta Epsilon Chapter, Naugatuck Valley Community College, CT
Alpha Upsilon Phi Chapter, Great Bay Community College, NH
Alpha Xi Omega Chapter, Holyoke Community College, MA
Alpha Zeta Psi Chapter, Capital Community College, CT
Beta Beta Lambda Chapter, Vermont Technical College, VT
Beta Delta Upsilon Chapter, Keene Valley Community College, ME
Beta Eta Phi Chapter, Bristol Community College, MA
Beta Iota Lambda Chapter, Washington County Community College, ME
Beta Nu Xi Chapter, Lincoln College of New England, CT
Beta Omicron Alpha Chapter, St. Vincent’s College, CT
Beta Rho Delta Chapter, Goodwin College, CT
Beta Sigma Lambda Chapter, Northern Essex Community College, MA
Beta Xi Phi Chapter, New England Institute of Technology, RI
Nu Omega Chapter, Fisher College, MA
Omega Rho Chapter, Post University, CT
Phi Delta Chapter, Mount Wachusett Community College, MA
Upsilon Zeta Chapter, Dean College, MA
Xi Nu Chapter, Mount Ida College, MA

New Mexico Region:
Alpha Mu Sigma Chapter, San Juan College
Alpha Omega Tau Chapter, New Mexico State University
Alpha Rho Xi Chapter, New Mexico State University
Alpha Upsilon Chi Chapter, Central New Mexico Community College
Beta Beta Iota Chapter, Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute
Beta Eta Omega Chapter, Mesalands Community College
Beta Tau Pi Chapter, University of New Mexico
Beta Upsilon Iota Chapter, University of New Mexico
Beta Zeta Chi Chapter, University of New Mexico

New York Region:
Alpha Delta Phi Chapter, Erie Community College
Alpha Epsilon Delta Chapter, Sullivan County Community College
Alpha Epsilon Xi Chapter, Columbia-Greene Community College
Alpha Eta Psi Chapter, Suffolk County Community College
Alpha Eta Theta Chapter, SUNY-Delhi
Alpha Kappa Beta Chapter, Jamestown Community College
Alpha Kappa Tau Chapter, Hostos Community College
Alpha Mu Alpha Chapter, Erie Community College
Alpha Nu Chi Chapter, Orange County Community College
Alpha Nu Delta Chapter, Erie Community College
Alpha Phi Sigma Chapter, Rockland Community College
Alpha Pi Beta Chapter, Niagara County Community College
Alpha Pi Eta Chapter, Trocaire College

New York Region:
Alpha Pi Tau Chapter, Clinton Community College
Alpha Psi Kappa Chapter, Dutchess Community College
Alpha Psi Omega Chapter, Jamestown Community College
Alpha Rho Delta Chapter, SUNY Ulster
Alpha Sigma Mu Chapter, Alfred State College
Alpha Zeta Upsilon Chapter, Schenectady County Community College
Beta Alpha Sigma Chapter, Berkeley College
Beta Beta Zeta Chapter, Corning Community College
Beta Kappa Gamma Chapter, Medaille College
Beta Mu Iota Chapter, Metropolitan College of New York
Beta Phi Gamma Chapter, Cottman Community College
Beta Pi Gamma Chapter, College of Westchester
Beta Rho Chi Chapter, ASA College
Beta Rho Kappa Chapter, Maria College
Beta Tau Iota Chapter, Cayuga Community College
Beta Theta Pi Chapter, North Country Community College
Lambda Eta Chapter, SUNY College of Technology
Lambda Gamma Chapter, SUNY Cobleskill
Lambda Sigma Chapter, Queensborough Community College
Lambda Xi Chapter, Morrisville State College
Mu Omega Chapter, Farmingdale State College SUNY
Omicron Sigma Chapter, Nassau Community College
Psi Omicron Chapter, Nassau Community College
Tau Lambda Chapter, Villa Maria College of Buffalo
Tau Xi Chapter, Jefferson Community College
Upsilon Beta Chapter, Adirondack Community College
Upsilon Epsilon Chapter, Herkimer County Community College

Ohio Region:
Alpha Alpha Alpha Chapter, Zane State College
Alpha Iota Theta Chapter, University of Cincinnati
Alpha Lambda Eta Chapter, Edison Community College
Alpha Mu Xi Chapter, Ohio State University
Alpha Omicron Eta Chapter, Southern State Community College
Alpha Omicron Mu Chapter, Northwest State Community College
Alpha Tau Mu Chapter, Rhodes State College
Alpha Theta Zeta Chapter, Central Ohio Technical College
Alpha Zeta Chi Chapter, University of Akron
Beta Beta Theta Chapter, Ohio University
Beta Epsilon Delta Chapter, Miami University
Beta Gamma Sigma Chapter, Cincinnati State Technical-Community College
Beta Lambda Nu Chapter, Hocking College
Beta Nu Pi Chapter, Marion Technical College
Beta Omicron Eta Chapter, Chaffey College
Beta Pi Xi Chapter, Mercy College of Ohio
Beta Sigma Omega Chapter, Hocking College
Beta Sigma Theta Chapter,aulman College of Nursing and Health Sciences
Beta Theta Mu Chapter, Belmont College
Omega Epsilon Chapter, West Virginia Northern Community College, WV
Upsilon Psi Chapter, UC Blue Ash College

Oklahoma/Arkansas Region:
Alpha Epsilon Chapter, Murray State College, OK
Alpha Lambda Lambda Chapter, Southern Arkansas University Technical, AR
Alpha Omega Sigma Chapter, College of the Ozachitas, AR
Alpha Theta Mu Chapter, Western Oklahoma State College, OK
Alpha Theta Nu Chapter, Seminole State College, OK
Beta Alpha Eta Chapter, Ozarka College, AR
Beta Epsilon Psi Chapter, Arkansas State University Mid-South, AR
Beta Eta Mu Chapter, Northern Arkansas Community College, AR
Beta Eta Sigma Chapter, University of Arkansas Community College, AR
Beta Eta Upsilon Chapter, Rich Mountain Community College, AR
Beta Gamma Mu Chapter, Southeast Arkansas College, AR
Beta Mu Beta Chapter, University of Arkansas Community College, AR
Beta Nu Gamma Chapter, Arkansas State University, AR
Beta Rho Alpha Chapter, Northern Arkansas Community College, AR
Beta Upsilon Eta Chapter, Brown Mackie College, OK
Beta Upsilon Pi Chapter, Arkansas Tech University, AR
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Pacific Region:
Alpha Pi Xi Chapter, Kauai Community College, HI
Alpha Psi Epsilon Chapter, Hawaii Community College, HI
Beta Omicron Tau Chapter, College of the Marshall Islands, Marshall Islands
Beta Sigma Omicron Chapter, Hawaii Tokai International College, HI

Rocky Mountain-Cascade Region:
Alpha Kappa Phi Chapter, Southwestern Oregon Community College, OR
Alpha Sigma Upsilon Chapter, Umpqua Community College, OR
Alpha Xi Zeta Chapter, Clackamas Community College, OR
Alpha Zeta Pi Chapter, Rogue Community College, OR
Beta Delta Epsilon Chapter, Tillamook Bay Community College, OR
Beta Delta Lambda Chapter, Oregon Coast Community College, OR
Beta Lambda Eta Chapter, Herald College, OR
Beta Lambda Theta Chapter, Klamath Community College, OR
Omicron Xi Chapter, College of Southern Idaho, ID
Pi Phi Chapter, Clatsop Community College, OR
Sigma Zeta Chapter, Lane Community College, OR

Tennessee Region:
Alpha Beta Mu Chapter, Chattanooga State Community College
Alpha Xi Psi Chapter, Nashville State Community College
Beta Delta Kappa Chapter, Volunteer State Community College
Delta Zeta Chapter, Hiwassee College
Upsilon Delta Chapter, Southwest Tennessee Community College

Texas Region:
Alpha Beta Alpha Chapter, Jacksonville College
Alpha Beta Phi Chapter, Midland College
Alpha Gamma Gamma Chapter, Cisco College
Alpha Mu Chapter, University of Texas
Alpha Mu Phi Chapter, Waco College
Alpha Omega Omega Chapter, Texas State Technical College
Alpha Pi Iota Chapter, Palo Alto College
Alpha Tau Theta Chapter, Howard College
Beta Beta Phi Chapter, Texas State Technical College
Beta Gamma Phi Chapter, Lamar Institute of Technology
Beta Iota Chi Chapter, Texas State Technical College
Beta Iota Eta Chapter, Texas State Technical College
Beta Iota Phi Chapter, Texas State Technical College
Beta Lambda Upsilon Chapter, Northwest Vista College
Beta Zeta Psi Chapter, Texas State Technical College
Delta Tau Chapter, Ranger College
Eta Iota Chapter, Frank Phillips College
Iota Beta Chapter, Howard College
Iota Phi Chapter, Clarendon College
Lambda Theta Chapter, Temple College
Rho Lambda Chapter, Coastal Bend College
Sigma Gamma Chapter, Galveston College
Sigma Iota Chapter, Central Texas College
Zeta Omicron Chapter, Navarro College

Virginia/West Virginia Region:
Alpha Delta Beta Chapter, Wytheville Community College, VA
Alpha Delta Kappa Chapter, Bridge Valley Community and Technical College, WV
Alpha Delta Psi Chapter, Mountain Empire Community College, VA
Alpha Delta Tau Chapter, Northern Virginia Community College, VA
Alpha Eta Gamma Chapter, Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College, WV
Alpha Eta Omicron Chapter, Dabney S. Lancaster Community College, VA
Alpha Eta Upsilon Chapter, Mountwest Community & Technical College, WV
Alpha Gamma Omicron Chapter, J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College, VA
Alpha Gamma Rho Chapter, Virginia Highlands Community College, VA
Alpha Iota Beta Chapter, J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College, VA

Wisconsin Region:
Alpha Mu Omega Chapter, University of Wisconsin
Alpha Nu Pi Chapter, University of Wisconsin
Alpha Rho Zeta Chapter, Waukesha County Technical College
Alpha Theta Pi Chapter, University of Wisconsin
Alpha Theta Tau Chapter, University of Wisconsin
Beta Mu Chi Chapter, University of Wisconsin
Beta Mu Kappa Chapter, Moraine Park Technical College
Beta Rho Beta Chapter, Southwest Wisconsin Technical College
Beta Rho Omega Chapter, Chipewa Valley Technical College
Beta Rho Psi Chapter, Blackhawk Technical College
Chi Chi Chapter, University of Wisconsin
Sigma Theta Chapter, Milwaukee Area Technical College

International:
Beta Kappa Epsilon Chapter, University of Maryland University College, Europe
Beta Lambda Psi Chapter, Northern Marianas College, Saipan
Beta Phi Kappa Chapter, Kaplan University, Online Campus
Beta Tau Chi Chapter, Ashford University, Online Campus